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Abstract
This thesis outlines the design and implementation of an ultra-wideband imaging system
for use in imaging potted plant root system architectures. Understanding the root system
architecture as plants develop is critical for plant phenotyping and ultra-wideband imaging
systems have shown potential as a portable, low-cost solution to non-destructively imaging
root system architectures. The proposed system is separated into three main subsystems: a
Data Acquisition module, a Data Processing module, and an Image Processing and Analysis
module. For each module, essential parameters and variables which largely affect the quality
of the produced images and measurements of the system are analyzed and discussed.
The Data Acquisition module is responsible for collecting ultra-wideband signal reflec-
tions off the potted roots in dry soil. The most critical variables for performance of the
entire system are the relative permittivities of the root and the soil. Insufficient contrast
between root and soil relative permittivity results in poor performance of the imaging sys-
tem. Both simulated (using finite-difference time-domain methods) and experimental trials
were performed and designed for data collection. The Data Processing module receives the
ultra-wideband reflection data from the Data Acquisition module and produces a 2D image
using delay-and-sum beamforming. This method takes advantage of known physical and
electrical parameters to generate an energy mapping of reflective objects in the soil medium
to be imaged. Careful design of parameters such as the steering vector and window size are
essential to optimizing the quality of the results.
The Image Processing and Analysis module removes any artifacts present in the produced
images from the Data Processing module by primarily using morphological transformations.
A modified top-hat transformation is used and the size of the structuring elements help
remove unwanted artifacts.
The system performs reasonably well under controlled soil conditions, and there are large
improvements to be made with increasing the bandwidth of the ultra-wideband device. How-
ever, since the performance of the device is extremely reliant on the soil conditions, it is rec-
ommended that further work on ultra-wideband imaging systems for roots to be focused on
measuring and modeling the complex electromagnetic properties of soil at high frequencies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter seeks to define the problem background and the reasoning for the need of
the development of a non-destructive root imaging system. This chapter also presents the
research objectives of this thesis and provides an overview of the content of the thesis.
1.1 Problem Background
Ensuring high crop production yield is critical in maintaining global food security [1–3].
Global crop demand is expected to double by 2050 [4], requiring crop yield increases of 2.4%
annually [3]; however, current global efforts are only increasing crop yield by about 1.3%
annually [2,3]. A large portion of this deficit is because 30% of the land used for crop growing
has stagnant or falling annual crop yields due to unfavourable environmental conditions
[5]. The method of selective breeding to create environmentally stress tolerant crops has
been the most effective method for maximizing crop yields for the last half century [3].
Selective breeding methods rely on the analysis of the gene-environment interactions which
are exhibited through physical characteristics in the plants [6]. This process of collecting and
analyzing environmental responses and physical characteristics is called plant phenotyping
and has been an essential method for meeting global crop demands. Unfortunately, effective
phenotyping of crops requires large quantities of accurate environmental and plant data [3].
The lack of reliable information on growing environments and individual plant measurements
has bottlenecked advancements in improving crop yield [6]. Narrowing the issue further, the
non-destructive collection of accurate data on roots, a complicated organ that is critical in
the development of the plant, has proven to be a significant challenge which further inhibits
plant phenotyping research [7,8]. The challenge of characterizing plant roots comes with the
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hidden nature of the roots as they are concealed by the medium they are grown in. As such,
a low-cost and portable non-destructive device and imaging algorithm which measures the
characteristics of plant roots would greatly benefit the field of plant phenotyping by providing
root information to plant scientists who can use the informationto improve crop yields and
help meet global demands.
In the past, methods for root measurements were labour intensive and highly destructive
which often inhibited the development of the roots. A common method was a root exca-
vation which required physically removing the plant from its growing medium to measure
characteristics [9]. The cumbersome and destructive nature of this method made it difficult
for researchers to properly record and analyze the growth of the roots. More recently, meth-
ods utilizing advanced imaging techniques such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [10],
positron emission tomography (PET) [11], and ultra-wideband imaging [8] have been in devel-
opment for use in root phenotyping research. In particular, ultra-wideband (UWB) devices
have been increasingly popular for imaging concealed structures. The compact form and
low-cost of ultra-wideband equipment relative to the equipment required for MRI and PET
makes UWB an attractive option for potential use in root phenotyping purposes [12].
1.1.1 The Importance of Roots and Root Phenotyping
Healthy roots are critical to the development and productivity of a plant on numerous levels.
Roots bring in water and nutrients, store essential resources, and anchor the plant to the
growing medium [13]. The term root system architecture (RSA) is used to describe the
spatial distribution of the root within the growing medium. The RSA is highly dynamic and
knowledge of the RSA as it develops is crucial for understanding how different root traits
can benefit a plant’s development and productivity [14]. Due to the root’s role in plant
development, plant scientist’s have heavy interest in being able to non-destructively measure
and determine crucial characteristics in the RSA in order to breed optimally productive
crops which respond well to various environmental stresses. For example, characteristics
such as primary root length [15] and root diameter [16] determine how much access the plant
has to stored water and how well the plant can penetrate harder growing mediums. The
deeper the root the better the access and the larger the diameter the better the penetration.
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Plant phenotyping allows researchers and crop field managers understand which breeds have
favourable root characteristics for the environment they are being grown to maximize crop
productivity [3]. Being able to non-destructively image the RSA and measure characteristics
like root depth and root diameter becomes essential for plant phenotyping.
1.2 Research Objective
In efforts to improve information acquisition on roots for plant phenotyping purposes, the
primary goal of this thesis project was to develop and evaluate the feasibility of an UWB
imaging system as a low-cost and portable solution to non-destructively measure potted
taproot plants. The project sought to identify and analyze critical system parameters which
dictate the quality of the produced images and measurements.
The system collected pertinent UWB signal data, processed the data to form an image,
and then analyzed and measured characteristics of the root using the produced image. Potted
taproot systems were the primary system of interest to be imaged because taproot systems
contain a large primary root which is advantageous for testing the capabilities of ultra-
wideband technology for root imaging. The primary quantitative metrics used in this thesis
will be the error in the root depth and root diameter measurements.
1.3 Thesis Overview
This chapter, Chapter 1, introduces the necessary background information needed to demon-
strate the need for the development of a non-destructive root imaging system. Chapter 1
introduces the primary goal of this thesis, which is to discuss the development of an UWB
based root imaging system and analyze and evaluate the system’s capabilities and potential
for use in root phenotyping purposes.
Chapter 2 seeks to provide literature on current efforts and other technologies used to
measure and analyze the RSA. Chapter 2 also provides literature on recent efforts to use
UWB based devices to image concealed objects and structures.
Chapter 3 contains a a high level description and block diagram of the system and method-
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ology used to generate non-destructive root images on both simulated and experimental roots.
The chapter primarily seeks to provide the reader a general sense of the modules developed
and the technical tasks they accomplish to contribute to the non-destructive root imaging
system.
Chapter 4 provides the low level description and the technical details of the system mod-
ules needed to image a simulated pot and root model. Derivations of the methods used to
generate, process, and analyze the UWB signals are presented in this chapter.
Chapter 5 contains the results and analysis of important system parameters for the de-
veloped imaging system. System limitations and potential methods of improvement are
explored.
Chapter 6 discusses the implementation details of the experimental trials and the nec-
essary modifications needed to developed system modules to operate with the PulsON 410
UWB signal emitting device.
Chapter 7 analyzes the results of the experimental trials implemented in Chapter 6. The
chapter also recreates the circumstances of the experimental trials using simulations in order
to examine potential sources of improvement for the system.
Chapter 8 concludes the findings of the thesis, provides general remarks and insight into
the system developed, and offers suggestions for future work and sources of improvement.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Section 2.1 summarizes current methods which are used for non-destructive root pheno-
typing. This subsection briefly describes several methods and determines the feasibility of
each method based on the scope of this project. Section 2.2 is a review of UWB imaging
theory and applications. The section also covers the potential of UWB devices to be used
for non-destructive root phenotyping.
2.1 Current Methods for Non-destructive Root Pheno-
typing
A summary of the various non-destructive root phenotyping methods is given on Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Summary of current methods used for non-destructive root phenotyping.
Method Approximate
Cost
Portability
of
equipment
Resolution Other notes
Rhizotrons 50-100,000
USD [17]
low mm to cm
scale
higher costs result in
higher throughput
MRI >50,000
USD [18]
low mm scale
PET >75,000
USD [19]
low mm scale uses potentially
harmful radiotracers
X-ray CT >50,000
USD [19]
low mm scale uses potentially
harmful high energy
EM radiation
EIS >3,500 USD [20] high no image produced
ERT >200 USD high dm scale
GPR and
UWB
>5000 USD [21] medium-high cm scale UWB root imaging
has little research
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Rhizotrons
Rhizotrons are structures constructed specifically for studying root and soil interaction [22].
Generally, rhizotron structures are built with reinforced glass walls and the plant is grown
within those walls in order to observe root growth. Plants are grown either within or around
the rhizotron and their growth is observed through the glass. Rhizotrons are often used in
combination with RGB and infrared imaging devices in order to characterize roots [23].
One of the primary issues with rhizotrons include their high associated size and monetary
costs of construction and maintenance [23]. Other issues include the adverse effects on the
natural growth of roots if the roots are grown in transparent media such as a hydroponic
solution or if the roots are constrained by the size of the rhizotron [23].
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
MRI is a common imaging technique used in the medical field to detect concealed structures
in the human body with high resolution. It only follows that MRI has found use in research-
ing plant roots. It has been used to research the effect of pot size on root structure [24].
Additionally, because of the high resolution, research has been done on damage to sugar beet
roots caused by disease in the lab [10].
Unfortunately, MRI is not feasible for many places for use high throughput root pheno-
typing. The associated costs and the bulkiness of the equipment restricts the ability of MRI
technology to be used in plant phenotyping. Studies often required expensive rental time
on third party MRI machines. Moreover, MRI has difficulties imaging roots in most natural
soils [25].
Positron Emission Tomography (PET)
PET is a technique also often used in the medical field to detect concealed structures. PET
images are produced by detecting positrons emitted by a radioactive isotype which is injected
to the system to be scanned [26]. This results in very high quality images of roots, and can be
used in conjunction with other imaging techniques to acquire complementary information [11,
26]. MRI-PET imaging techniques are continuing to be developed for both plant phenotyping
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and medical imaging [9].
Also similar to MRI, PET is not feasible for high throughput root phenotyping for most
applications due to the costs and bulkiness of the equipment required.
X-ray Computed Tomography (CT)
X-ray CT is capable of producing non-destructive 3D root images measuring the interactions
of high energy electromagnetic waves with the system to be imaged [9]. X-ray CT is capable
of delivering very high quality models of the RSA [27–29].
Once again, X-ray CT, much like the other medical imaging techniques, is encumbered
by needing the use of expensive and bulky scanning equipment, making it unsuitable for use
in many facilities.
Electrical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)
Electrical Impedance Spectroscopy involves characterizing materials through impedance mea-
surements at varying frequencies of alternating current. The impedance measurements can
be correlated to various qualities of the root such as biomass and surface area. The EIS mea-
surements in successful journals generally use a two electrode set up to excite the voltages
and measure root biomass and root surface area [9,30,31]. Measurements of root biomass and
root surface area can be quickly and roughly estimated using EIS [30]; however, using EIS
for phenotyping purposes is severely limited as EIS cannot produce images of the concealed
roots [9].
The simplicity and speed of EIS measurements makes EIS worth investigating in the field
of high-throughput phenotyping, but the focus for this thesis will be on imaging methods
which can reveal more information than just surface area and biomass.
Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT)
Electrical Resistivity Tomography involves measuring the spatial distribution of soil resistiv-
ity. Roots are detected through mapping the soil resistivity on a plane and then analyzing the
anomalies in the resistivity distribution. Generally, successful applications ERT in imaging
roots is done with arrays of electrodes [32,33]. This method is capable of producing 2D and
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3D images of plant roots at a low resolution. ERT has been developed well enough to be
utilized for in situ measurements of tree root mass distribution as well as tree root morphol-
ogy [32]. ERT becomes ineffective for plants with lower root densities such as alfalfa [33].
The tap root system of canola plants have a density which lies between that of alfalfa and
larger tree roots; however, the resolution of the produced images are quite poor for in situ
applications. As such, using ERT for plant root phenotyping may be feasible and worthwhile
to investigate in the future, but other methods of root phenotyping will be explored for this
project as the resolution of ERT is questionable.
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) and Ultra-wideband (UWB) Imaging
In the past, GPR (∼100 MHz-2 GHz frequencies) has been popular for geological surveying.
Additionally, there have also been studies on the use of conventional GPR to measure tree
roots with varying success in tree root imaging [34,35], through pavement tree root locating
[36], and tree root biomass estimating [37]. The technology involves mapping propagating
electromagnetic waves phenomena through soil and root structures [36]. Generally, GPR
transceivers are placed above ground and is highly dependent on soil composition as well as
root orientation which limits its usage to large tree roots and roots that are in homogenous
soils [9, 34].
More recently, UWB imaging has been partially successful in non-destructively imaging
lower density plant roots such as sugar beet root [8]. UWB technology uses a broad frequency
spectrum (as opposed to smaller frequency bands as in conventional GPR) to image materials
[8, 38]. Although UWB technology is relatively new in the field of root phenotyping, it has
been successful in other applications such as concealed weapon detection [12, 38], through
wall imaging [12,38], and biomedical imaging [12,39].
UWB imaging techniques and its success in other fields sparks interest in developing an
UWB system to determine its feasibility in plant root phenotyping. UWB imaging techniques
show great promise for its application in high-throughput root phenotyping which warrants
further research and investigation on the technology.
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2.2 Ultra-wideband Sensing and Applications
2.2.1 Definition and Theory
UWB spectrums are defined by having either a large −10 dBm fractional bandwidth (b0 ≥
0.2) or a large −10 dBm absolute bandwidth (B ≥ 500MHz) as defined by Spectrum Man-
agement and Telecommunications Radio Standards in Canada [40]. −10dBm is the threshold
value as determined. Fractional and absolute bandwidths are defined as follows [12]:
b0 =
B
fm
= 2
fu − fl
fu + fl
B = fu − fl
where:
- b0 is the fractional bandwidth, unitless.
- B is the absolute bandwidth, Hz.
- fm is the centre frequency, Hz.
- fu is the upper cut-off frequency, Hz.
- fl is the lower cut-off frequency, Hz.
In the time domain, this spectrum is produced by a short pulse (generally with energy
concentrated around 1 ns for GHz frequencies) [12].
UWB radar involves transmitting an UWB pulse through the system under test (SUT)
and receiving and processing the response from the SUT to detect the presence of concealed
objects, much like conventional radar.
There are many design choices involved in UWB radar, such as operating frequencies,
fractional bandwidth, number of transmitters/receivers, and transmitter/receiver configu-
rations. Regardless of set-up, UWB radar focuses on measuring reflectance/transmittance
of UWB signals from a SUT. These measurements can then be used to generate images of
concealed objects within the SUT. Like conventional radar, UWB radar needs compensation
systems that deal with unwanted wave phenomena.
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2.2.2 Concealed Weapon Detection
Concealed weapon detection using UWB radar imaging has been highly successful in prelim-
inary designs using a single transceiver synthetic aperture radar (SAR) [12,38], and multiple-
input-multiple-output synthetic aperature radar (MIMO SAR) [38].
A single transceiver SAR utilizes a moving platform and multiple scans on a spatially
static system to emulate a physical aperture radar array. This system allows imaging of
static objects with only a single transmitter and receiver [12]. With this antenna set-up
concealed weapons on dressed human analogues were easily detected. One study used a
cylindrical scanning scheme for its SAR system to image the human analogue and clearly
pinpoint the concealed weapon [12]. Figure 2.1 shows the results of the study [12].
Figure 2.1: Female torso analogue with a concealed weapon and UWB surface recon-
struction of analogue and the detection of the weapon.
One downside of a single transceiver SAR is that it requires many scans, and thus a
long measurement time. A MIMO SAR is a balance between a single transceiver SAR and
a full aperture radar array. The amount of scans is reduced significantly by introducing
more transmitters and receivers. In his PhD Thesis, Xiaodong Zhuge demonstrated that a
mannequin with a concealed revolver and knife was imaged using both a single transceiver
SAR and MIMO SAR set-up. Both set-ups have nearly identical performance, and both
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were able to successfully identify the revolver and knife (circled for emphasis on figure) [38].
Figure 2.2 shows the results of the single transceiver SAR setup.
(a) RGB image of mannequin under test.
(b) UWB captured image of mannequin un-
der test.
Figure 2.2: Images for (a) mannequin under test with concealed weapons and (b)
reconstructed mannequin image using single transceiver SAR
2.2.3 Breast Cancer Screening
UWB sensing and imaging and its applicability in early breast cancer screening has been
a popular topic since the late 1990s [12]. If further developed, it may be the preferred
technology for early stage screening of breast cancer since it uses non-ionizing radiation is
cost-effective when compared to X-ray imaging and MRI, respectively [12, 41, 42]. UWB
imaging for breast cancer screening has been successful with imaging breast phantoms and
has had varying success in clinical trials [41,43,44].
There are two major antenna configurations for UWB breast cancer screening: non-
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contact based and contact based.
In non-contact based screening, the antennas make no contact with the breast, much like
in a SAR set-up. This configuration is less useful for breast cancer screening due to low signal
penetration into the breast tissue because of high dielectric contrast between the medium
surrounding the breast and the breast tissue [12].
Contact based screening has had the most success in correctly identifying tumours in
breast tissue. In most setups, the antenna is not in direct contact with the breast tissue, but
instead in contact with media that is specially designed to promote signal penetration into
breast tissue. One study uses a medium with dielectric constant matched to breast fat [44],
while another study uses a ceramic shell and paraffin coupling medium to remove air gaps
between antenna and breast tissue [43]. Figure 2.3 shows clinical images of a detected tumour
in breast tissue using a device developed by the University of Bristol [44].
Figure 2.3: 3D clinical image using radar-based UWB and 2D Image of the plane
where the tumour was detected.
All studies in this section utilize a delay-and-sum (DAS) beamforming algorithm for
image formation. DAS beamforming creates an image by mapping backscattered energy as
a function of space [12].
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2.2.4 Sugar Beet Root Imaging
There has been one study [8] and PhD. thesis [45] on using UWB technology to image roots,
both conducted by Christian Peveling-Oberhag at the University of Bonn for the department
of Agricultural Engineering. Peveling-Oberhag had limited success in imaging roots of sugar
beets and chard roots, however the design did not perform sufficiently to the specified goals
of developing an automated cost-effective mobile sensor system to image and measure these
roots.
Peveling-Oberhag designed a system that was based on a non-contact single transceiver
SAR, much like the systems presented in previously in this section. The system consisted
of a transceiver mounted on a linear actuator and a system under test (a potted sugar beet
root or a chard root) was placed on a rotary actuator. The study used only basic time-
gating methods to capture the data and simple filtering techniques to improve results [45].
There were issues with the linear actuator which, as stated in the dissertation, caused major
problems with the accuracy of the images.
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Chapter 3
Methodology Overview
This chapter intends to provide high level description of the methods used to develop the
ultra-wideband imaging system described in Section 1.2, the research objective. Section 3.1
covers the high level system diagram and system block interactions for the system developed.
Section 3.2 provides a high level description of the methods used in each of the system blocks
for the simulated trials. Section 3.3 provides a high level description of the methods used in
each of the system blocks for the experimental trials.
Low level descriptions and implementation details will be covered in Chapter 4 for the
simulated trials and Chapter 6 for the experimental trials.
3.1 Simulation and Experimental Methodology Overview
The design of the ultra-wideband imaging system will be broken up into three main modules:
a Data Acquisition module, a Data Processing module, and an Image Processing and Analysis
module. Figure 3.1 shows the very high level block diagram for the system.
Data Acquisition Data Processing
Image Processing
and Analysis
Raw signal
data
Processed
signal
data
Figure 3.1: High level system block diagram for the ultra-wideband imaging system.
The Data Acquisition Module will mostly consist of the hardware and software needed to
either simulate data or collect live data from experimental trials. Initially, the UWB device
to be used for this project, the PulsON 410 (P410), was unavailable for use so the primary
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source of data was from simulations in MATLAB. These simulations used the finite-difference
time-domain method to provide temporal signals of UWB reflections off of a digital pot and
root model. Once the P410 arrived, an apparatus was constructed to collect data using the
procedure developed in the simulations.
The data from these simulation trials allowed the development of the Data Processing
module without needing to wait for data from experimental trials. Additionally, it allows for
the analysis of results and parameters without needing to implement time and cost intensive
hardware. Processing methods such as time gating and delay-and-sum (DAS) beamforming
were used to form 2D images. Other methods included using Wiener filters and bandpass
filters to reduce noise in the received UWB signal for the experimental trials.
The Image Processing and Analysis module measures the root depth and root diameter
of the generated images. Image processing methods included top-hat transforms and image
segmentation. Analysis tools included using energy histograms, segmentation methods, and
interpolation methods to quantify the quality of the imaging system. Both simulated results
and experimental results were quantified using the same metrics to allow for the analysis of
potential sources of improvement in the experimental results.
3.2 Simulation Methodology
A non-contact, mono-static, single transceiver SAR system using UWB frequencies will be
simulated to test the feasibility of this system configuration for non-destructive root imag-
ing. This setup was selected based on its application in other fields such as hidden weapon
detection and breast cancer screening. 2D simulations were done using the finite-difference
time domain (FDTD) method to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed system. MATLAB
was used to implement the simulations. A 2D model sufficiently modeled EM phenomena
with relatively low computing power (when compared to 3D simulations). A configurable
simulation will be set up to allow for adjustable electrical and physical properties on the
soil, plant roots and pot medium. The 2D simulation will provide data to demonstrate how
unwanted EM phenomena can be dealt with through various data collection and processing
techniques such as time-gating, delay-and-sum beamforming, and noise rejection filters. Once
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2D images are formed, measurements of root depth and average root diameter are made using
segmentation and interpolation methods.
3.2.1 Data Acquisition
Physical Parameter Modeling
The simulations will be modeling a simple potted taproot. The constant physical parameters
are shown in Figure 3.2. The distance from the surface of the soil to the bottom interior of
the pot is 40 cm while the distance from the left interior of the pot to the right interior of
the pot is 25 cm. The root diameter and root depth will be adjustable parameters during
simulations. The pot wall width will be determined to minimize reflections at the carrier
frequency. The distance of the transceiver to the exterior pot wall will be dependent on the
thickness of the pot wall, but generally will be approximately 1.5 cm.
25 cm
40 cmSoil
Root
x
y
Transceiver
1.5 cm
Figure 3.2: Physical parameters on pot and root model.
The vertical position of the transceiver will vary according to the number of scans that will
be taken. The number of scans plays an important role in determining simulation time as well
as experimental trial time, so an optimal number of scans had been determined with these
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simulations. Each vertical position is simulated to emit an UWB pulse from the transceiver
and the subsequent reflections will be measured by the transceiver.
Electrical Parameter Modeling
Accurate electrical parameters for all materials in the system being simulated are needed
for good simulation results that are reflective of real life phenomena. The most important
electrical parameters for doing FDTD simulations are the relative permeability and relative
permittivity. For the most part, the materials concerned with in this project are non-magnetic
which simplifies the implementation of FDTD. The difficult parameter to determine is the
relative permittivity of the materials involved.
In particular, the soil relative permittivity at high frequencies can be modeled in many
ways, each with different results [46–48]. The accuracy of the models is highly dependent on
soil characteristics such as soil composition and moisture content [46]. For the purposes of
this project, a simple linear, isotropic, and non-dispersive model was used and was found to
be sufficient to model experimental results. However, in the future this is a major topic of
research that needs to be done to improve non-destructive root imaging techniques in general.
An advantage of using a pot to hold the soil is that it can act as a coupling medium for
the transceiver and minimize unwanted reflections from the surface of the pot. As such, the
permittivity and physical width of the pot in simulations were designed to minimize reflection
from the pot wall.
3.2.2 Data Processing
The data received from the Data Acquisition Module is processed to create 2D images to be
used for the measurement and analysis of the roots being scanned. Delay-and-sum beam-
forming was chosen to be implemented because it has been very successful in forming images
for UWB breast cancer screening [41,43,44].
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Delay-and-sum Beamforming
Delay-and-sum (DAS) beamforming takes advantage of known physical and electrical param-
eters to estimate the round-trip path time of propagating UWB waves from transmitter to
receiver [12]. Any object within the soil medium that has a different relative permittivity
than the soil will reflect energy back to the receiver, but the position of these objects are
generally unknown. With DAS beamforming, we can generate an image which represents the
reflected energy at each point from within the medium to be imaged.
The distances denoted r1, r2, r3, and r4 in Figure 3.3 are determined and the time it
takes for the wave to travel this path was calculated. This time is used to estimate the
reflected energy caused by any potential reflectors at the imaging point. This process is then
iterated for many different imaging points and transmitter/receiver locations over the region
of interest. After many iterations, an image is formed by combining the energy measurements
are each imaging point and generating a spatially ordered array.
r1
r2 Imaging Point
r3
r4
SoilAir
Transmitter
Receiver
Figure 3.3: Example of ray paths calculated to the imaging point for DAS beamform-
ing.
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3.2.3 Image Processing and Analysis
The Image Measurement and Analysis module uses the 2D images to measure the depth and
diameter of the potted carrot. Modified top-hat transformations and quantization methods
were used to remove unwanted artifacts. These methods use information from analysis tools
such as energy histograms to provide optimal images for measurement.
Image Histograms and Energy Histograms
An image histogram for an grayscale image is the plot of frequency of occurrence against
the pixel intensity. The pixel intensities in the generated 2D images are correlated with
the measured reflected energy from reflections. As such, we can multiply the pixel intensity
with the number of occurrences at each pixel intensity and plot this value against the pixel
intensity to arrive at an energy histogram. A completely homogeneous soil medium with
a good relative permittivity contrast between root and soil will have an energy histogram
that shows that most of the energy is concentrated in the higher pixel intensities. This is an
important tool to estimate the amount of noise and clutter present within an image in an
unsupervised fashion.
Root Depth and Diameter Measurement
The depth and the diameter measurements are the primary metrics for determining the
quality of the imaged root. The height is measured by flattening the image along the vertical
axis by detecting the presence of the root along each horizontal row. The average diameter
is then calculated by calculating the area of the root and dividing it by the height. Since the
simulation parameters are known exactly and error can be calculated and these measurements
are used primarily to judge the quality of the image produced.
3.3 Experimental Methodology
A non-contact, bi-static SAR system using the P410 will be simulated to test the feasibility
of this system configuration for non-destructive root imaging. The device emits a 3.1 GHz
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to 5.3 GHz UWB pulse. The scanning procedure was designed to match the procedure
designed in the FDTD simulations. A MATLAB GUI was used to collect scans and save the
data which was easily integrated with the data processing and image processing algorithms
developed in the simulations. The data processing module was mostly the same and used DAS
beamforming to create a 2D image. The only difference in the experimental trials was some
additional processing in the form of Wiener filters and bandpass filters which were needed
to remove unwanted noise caused by the P410 device. The Image Processing and Analysis
module is identical for analyzing the generated 2D images from DAS beamforming except
for how the ground truth depths and diameters were determined. Unlike the simulations
where the imaged carrot’s physical parameters are known exactly, the ground truth depth
and diameter measurements for the experimental trials were made by measuring an RGB
photo of the carrot.
3.3.1 Data Acquisition
An apparatus was constructed using the P410 to perform image potted carrots. The P410
was interfaced with MATLAB using a USB port. Since the P410 does not have a collo-
cated transceiver, a non-contact, bi-static SAR scanning procedure was used. The apparatus
allowed for easy adjustment of the transceiver height using a ball bearing platform and a
clamping tool. Calibrating tests were done to measure the device’s delays in scanning time
and data acquisition. A graphical user interface (GUI) was designed in MATLAB to stream-
line the scanning process and shorten scanning times.
Physical Set-up
Figure 3.4 shows the physical dimensions of the potted taproot. The main difference between
the experimental set-up and the simulated set-up is the separation of the transmitter and
receiver by 4 cm since the P410 uses separate antenna for transmitting and receiving. The
vertical positions of the transmitter were adjusted based on the center of the transmitting
antenna. Other differences include the depth of the soil, size of the pot, and size of the
taproot (a carrot is chosen) due to the availability of materials for the apparatus.
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14 cm
13 cmSoil
Root
x
y
Transmitter
Receiver
1.5 cm
4
cm
Figure 3.4: Dimensions of the P410 imaged potted carrot.
Scanning Procedure and Graphical User Interface
The GUI was designed in MATLAB to streamline the scanning process of buried carrots.
The user inputs the number of vertical positions, the number of scans to average per vertical
position, and the number of rotational positions. Once the scans are completed, the collected
data is then saved in a .mat format for processing.
3.3.2 Data Processing
The Data Processing Module for the experimental trials uses similar methods as the simulated
trials. The major difference is that the experimentally acquired data required additional
processing in the form of Wiener filters and bandpass filters to remove unwanted artifacts in
the measured UWB reflections. Additionally, some upsampling and interpolation was also
needed to compensate for the low sampling frequency of the P410.
Wiener Filter, Bandpass Filter, and Upsampling
The Wiener filter is used to remove large unwanted artifacts near the beginning of the wave-
form. Next, a bandpass filter with a pass frequency of 3.1 GHz to 5.3 GHz, the specified
frequency of the P410’s transmitted pulse to remove any unwanted frequencies that the re-
ceiver measured. Then an upsampling and interpolation filter is used to compensate for the
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low sampling frequency of the P410. DAS beamforming is performed as designed for the
simulation trials.
3.3.3 Image Processing and Analysis
The Image Processing and Analysis module for the experimental trials is identical to the
Image Processing and Analysis module for the simulation trials.
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Chapter 4
Implementation of Simulated Trials Methodology
This chapter describes the low level implementation details needed for the imaging system.
Section 4.1 covers the derivation of the finite-difference time-domain method for the simulated
Data Acquisition module. Section 4.2 covers the implementation and set-up of the finite-
difference time-domain method for the potted root system under test. Section 4.3 deals with
the design and implementation of the Data Processing module. Finally, Section 4.4 covers
the design and implementation of the Image Processing and Analysis module.
4.1 Data Acquisition: Finite-difference Time-domain
Method Formulation
This section covers the formulation of the FDTD method and uses Allen Taflove’s Computa-
tional Electrodynamics, the finite-difference time-domain method [49] and online course notes
for EE 5303 from the University of Texas [50] as reference material. The formulation and
simulation methods have been slightly modified to fit the simulation requirements for the
objective of this thesis.
4.1.1 Maxwell’s Equations and Constitutive Equations
The finite-difference time-domain method will be used for modeling the electrodynamics of
the system under test. The formulation of the method begins with the time-domain Maxwell’s
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differential equations.
∇ · E = ρ
0
(4.1)
∇ ·B = 0 (4.2)
∇× E = −∂B
∂t
(4.3)
∇×B = µ0(J + 0∂E
∂t
) (4.4)
where:
- E is the electric field intensity, V
m
.
- ρ is the volume charge density, C
m3
.
- 0 is the permittivity of free space, ≈ 8.854×10-12 Fm .
- B is the magnetic flux density, Wb
m
.
- µ0 is the permeability of free space, = 4pi×10-7 Hm .
- J is the electric current density, A
m
.
Equations (4.1)-(4.4) describe how electromagnetic fields are produced in space. Next, the
constitutive equations for electromagnetic materials are needed as follows:
D = 0rE (4.5)
B = µ0µrH (4.6)
where:
- D is the electric flux density, C
m2
.
- r is the relative permittivity, unitless.
- H is the magnetic field intensity, A
m
.
- µr is the relative permeability, unitless.
Equations (4.5) and (4.6) describe how electromagnetic fields interact with linear, non-
dispersive, isotropic, and non-magnetic materials. Altogether, Equations (4.1)-(4.6) describe
how waves propagate through various media and are the fundamental equations for the de-
velopment of the finite-difference time-domain method.
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We are not concerned with simulating a system that will contain any charges or current
sources which allows the assumption ρ = 0 and J = 0. Moreover, the system will contain
only non-magnetic material which allows the assumption µr = 1. These assumptions allow
Equations (4.1), (4.4), and (4.6) to be simplified to:
∇ · E = 0 (4.7)
∇×B = µ0(0∂E
∂t
) (4.8)
B = µ0H (4.9)
Next the electric field intensity and the electric flux density is normalized to be:
E˜ =
1
η0
E =
√
0
µ0
E
D˜ = c0D =
1√
µ00
D
where:
- E˜ is the normalized electric field intensity, V
mΩ
- η0 is the impedance of free space, ≈ 120pi Ω.
- c0 is the speed of light in free space, ≈ 299, 792, 458 ms .
This simplifies Equation (4.5) to be:
D˜ = rE˜ (4.10)
Which allows the curl Equations (4.3) and (4.8) (substituting (4.9) into (4.8)) to be written
as:
∇× E˜ = − 1
c0
∂H
∂t
(4.11)
∇×H = 1
c0
∂D˜
∂t
(4.12)
Note that Equation (4.10) is the only equation dependent on the relative permittivity and
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determines how the electromagnetic waves interacts with materials. This allows for easy
modification of the simulations to accommodate more complex material properties as only
the calculation of Equation (4.10) is affected. Equations (4.10), (4.11), and (4.12) are fun-
damental analytical equations for use in the finite-difference time-domain simulations using
Yee’s grid.
Table 4.1 summarizes the important equations for use in the FDTD simulations.
Table 4.1: Summary of derived analytical equations for use in FDTD simulations.
Equation Equation Description Equation
Number
∇ · E = 0 Gauss’s law for charge-free
materials. Divergence equation for
electric fields.
(4.7)
∇ ·B = 0 Gauss’s law for magnetism.
Divergence equation for magnetic
fields.
(4.2)
∇× E˜ = − 1
c0
∂H
∂t
Normalized Maxwell-Faraday’s
equation. Curl equation for electric
fields.
(4.11)
∇×H = 1
c0
∂D˜
∂t
Ampere’s Circuital Law. Curl
equation for magnetic fields.
(4.12)
D˜ = rE˜ Normalized constitutive equation for
electric fields.
(4.10)
B = µ0H Constitutive equation for magnetic
fields in non-magnetic media.
(4.9)
4.1.2 Temporal Derivative Approximations
The FDTD uses a forward finite difference to approximate the time derivative which can be
applied to Equation (4.11).
∇× E˜(t) = − 1
c0
H(t+ ∆t/2)−H(t−∆t/2)
∆t
(4.13)
where:
- ∆t is the minimum time step of the simulation, s.
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- t is the instant of time the simulation is currently calculating, s.
Similarly, a central finite difference is done for Equation (4.12).
∇×H(t+ ∆t/2) = 1
c0
D˜(t+ ∆t)− D˜(t)
∆t
(4.14)
The normalized electric flux density D˜ (and also the electric field intensity E˜) exists at time
0, ∆t, 2∆t, ..., (N − 1)∆t where N is the number of time steps needed for the simulation.
Note that the magnetic field intensity H (and also the magnetic flux density B) is staggered
and is defined to exist at ∆t/2, 3∆t/2, ... (2N − 1)∆t/2. Also note that the difference
approximations in Equations (4.13) (H(t+∆t/2)−H(t−∆t/2)
∆t
) and (4.14) ( D˜(t+∆t)−D˜(t)
∆t
) exist at t
and t+ ∆t/2 respectively.
4.1.3 Yee Lattice
At any point in free space, the electromagnetic field vectors can be described as E = Exxˆ +
Eyyˆ + Ezzˆ and H = Hxxˆ + Hyyˆ + Hzzˆ. Normally, each of the vector components would
coincide on the same point on the grid unit cell. A Yee Lattice is the staggering the field
components to different positions within the unit cells of the simulation grid [51].
Figure 4.1 shows the locations of each of the field components in the unit grid cell [50].
The staggering of the field components naturally satisfies the divergence Equations (4.2) and
(4.7) because all of the field components on the entire simulation grid form closed loops and
so there is no divergence anywhere on the simulation grid. Additionally, it simplifies the
calculating of the curl Equations (4.11) and (4.12).
4.1.4 Spatial Derivative Approximations
We need to define some notational quirks which arise from using a Yee lattice in our simula-
tions before we can define the approximations for the spatial derivatives. The notation (i,j,k)
refers to the voxel corresponding to the ith, jth, kth grid position in the simulation. Figure 4.2
shows an example of a 3x3x3 simulation grid containing a total of 27 voxels. We will denote
E˜|i,j,k = E˜x|i,j,kxˆ + E˜y|i,j,kyˆ + E˜z|i,j,kzˆ to represent to normalized the electric field vector
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Figure 4.1: The location of the field vectors within a unit voxel.
located at voxel (i,j,k). Note that although the components Ex|i,j,k, Ey|i,j,k, and Ez|i,j,k are in
the same voxel, they are staggered according to the Yee lattice configuration shown in Figure
4.1. Similarly, the magnetic field will be denoted H|i,j,k = Hx|i,j,kxˆ + Hy|i,j,kyˆ + Hz|i,j,kzˆ.
Again, although the magnetic field components are in the same voxel, they are still staggered
according to the Yee lattice.
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Figure 4.2: 3x3x3 simulation grid example illustrating the grid index notation.
To approximate the analytical Equations (4.11) and (4.12), we first need to expand the
them. Assuming linear, non-dispersive, isotropic material, Equation (4.11) expands to three
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equations:
∂E˜z
∂y
− ∂E˜y
∂z
= − 1
c0
∂Hx
∂t
(4.15)
∂E˜x
∂z
− ∂E˜z
∂x
= − 1
c0
∂Hy
∂t
(4.16)
∂E˜y
∂x
− ∂E˜x
∂y
= − 1
c0
∂Hz
∂t
(4.17)
And Equation (4.12) expands to the three equations:
∂Hz
∂y
− ∂Hy
∂z
=
1
c0
∂D˜x
∂t
(4.18)
∂Hx
∂z
− ∂Hz
∂x
=
1
c0
∂D˜y
∂t
(4.19)
∂Hy
∂x
− ∂Hx
∂y
=
1
c0
∂D˜z
∂t
(4.20)
Note that all field components in Equations (4.15)-(4.20) are functions of time and space in
Cartesian coordinates, but the function arguments are omitted for visual clarity.
The spatial derivatives of these equations will also be approximated using a forward
and backward finite difference. With the spatial approximations we arrive at the following
equations for the electric field:
E˜z|i,j+1,k(t)− E˜z|i,j,k(t)
∆y
− E˜y|i,j,k+1(t)− E˜y|i,j,k(t)
∆z
= − 1
c0
∂Hx
∂t
(4.21)
E˜x|i,j,k+1(t)− E˜x|i,j,k(t)
∆z
− E˜z|i+1,j,k(t)− E˜z|i,j,k(t)
∆x
= − 1
c0
∂Hy
∂t
(4.22)
E˜y|i+1,j,k(t)− E˜y|i,j,k(t)
∆x
− E˜x|i,j+1,k(t)− E˜x|i,j,k(t)
∆y
= − 1
c0
∂Hz
∂t
(4.23)
And also the magnetic field:
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Hz|i,j,k(t+ ∆t/2)−Hz|i,j−1,k(t+ ∆t/2)
∆y
− Hy|i,j,k(t+ ∆t/2)−Hy|i,j,k−1(t+ ∆t/2)
∆z
=
1
c0
∂D˜x
∂t
(4.24)
Hx|i,j,k(t+ ∆t/2)−Hx|i,j,k−1(t+ ∆t/2)
∆z
− Hz|i,j,k(t+ ∆t/2)−Hz|i−1,j,k(t+ ∆t/2)
∆x
=
1
c0
∂D˜y
∂t
(4.25)
Hy|i,j,k(t+ ∆t/2)−Hy|i−1,j,k(t+ ∆t/2)
∆x
− Hx|i,j,k(t+ ∆t/2)−Hx|i,j−1,k(t+ ∆t/2)
∆y
=
1
c0
∂D˜z
∂t
(4.26)
The right-hand side of Equations (4.15)-(4.20) contain the time derivatives which were
approximated with a central and forward finite differences in Section 4.1.2. Equations (4.10),
(4.13), (4.14), and (4.21) to (4.26) are the essential equations for implementing a 3D FDTD
for linear, non-dispersive, and isotropic material.
4.1.5 Implementation of a 2D FDTD
The 3D FDTD equations will be reduced to 2D in order to reduce the computational com-
plexity of the simulations. Reduction to the 2D grid operates in the assumption that the
z-axis completely uniform.
∂
∂z
= 0
This allows us to simplify Equations (4.21),(4.22), (4.24), and (4.25) to:
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E˜z|i,j+1(t)− E˜z|i,j(t)
∆y
= − 1
c0
∂Hx(t)
∂t
(4.27)
−E˜z|i+1,j(t)− E˜z|i,j(t)
∆x
= − 1
c0
∂Hy(t)
∂t
(4.28)
Hz|i,j(t+ ∆t/2)−Hz|i,j−1(t+ ∆t/2)
∆y
=
1
c0
∂D˜x(t)
∂t
(4.29)
−Hz|i,j(t+ ∆t/2)−Hz|i−1,j(t+ ∆t/2)
∆x
=
1
c0
∂D˜y(t)
∂t
(4.30)
Equations (4.27), (4.28), and (4.23) have now decoupled from Equations (4.29), (4.30), and
(4.26). The former set of equations models the transverse electric polarization (TEz polar-
ization) and the latter set of equations is the transverse magnetic polarization (TMz polar-
ization). Generally, both sets of equations must be simulated, but since our materials will
be isotropic, both sets will yield the same results because they are numerically the same. As
such, only the TEz mode will be simulated to further reduce computational complexity.
We will also rearrange Equations (4.10), (4.13), and (4.14) to the following:
E˜(t) =
1
r
D˜(t) (4.31)
H(t+ ∆t/2) = (c0∆t)(∇× E˜(t)) + H(t−∆t/2) (4.32)
D˜(t+ ∆t) = (c0∆T )(∇×H(t+ ∆t/2)) + D˜(t) (4.33)
Equations (4.26), (4.27), (4.28), (4.31), (4.32), and (4.33) allow us to update the electric field,
magnetic field, and electric flux density for use in the simulations. Figure 4.3 shows the flow
of calculations for simulating the electric and magnetic fields for a 2D FDTD simulation in
TEz polarization. This procedure allows us to simulate UWB frequencies interacting with
the pot and root system and will provide the data needed to create the processing methods
for the Data Processing and Image Processing and Analysis modules.
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Initialize sys-
tem under test
Calculate ∇ × E˜
using left hand
side of Equations
(4.27) and (4.28)
Calculate the future
values for the Hx
and Hy components
using Equation (4.32)
Calculate ∇ × H
using left hand side
of Equation (4.26)
Calculate the future
values for the D˜z
component using
Equation (4.33)
Inject source
waveform
Calculate E˜z
component using
Equation (4.31)
Step time for-
ward by ∆t
Is this the
final time
step?
Stop simulation
and save results
no
yes
Figure 4.3: 2D-FDTD Program Flow Diagram
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4.2 Data Acquisition: Simulation Implementation
This section covers the development and selection of important parameters for the implemen-
tation of the 2D FDTD algorithm and development of the system under test in MATLAB.
4.2.1 Courant Stability Condition
The Courant Stability condition limits the maximum duration the time step can be in sim-
ulations to ensure that the simulations accurately model the changing electric and magnetic
fields on the simulation grid [49]. For simulation stability, the maximum time step must be
small enough so that a wave propagating in free space (at c0) must never travel further than
the minimum grid resolution.
∆t ≤ ∆s
c0
F (4.34)
where:
- ∆s is the minimum grid resolution along any dimension of the simulation, m.
- F is a safety factor, F ≤ 1 unitless.
A safety factor of F = 0.5 is selected for the simulations to ensure accuracy and stability
of all simulations run. Generally, the minimum grid resolution was selected to be at least
0.0333 cm and could be smaller depending on the size of the smallest modeled feature in the
simulations.
4.2.2 Ultra-wideband Gaussian Pulse Source
A Gaussian pulse waveform g(t) is defined to be as:
g(t) = exp
(− (t− t0
τ
)2)
(4.35)
where:
- t0 is the time from 0 seconds to the peak of the pulse at baseband, s.
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- τ is a parameter which determines the frequency range of the pulse, s.
We will select τ = 0.5/(2.2×109) s and t0 = 3τ = 6.8×10−10 s to have a pulse with full width
at half maximum of approximately 2.2 GHz and to shift the waveform so that the majority
of the energy is present at t ≥ 0 s. Equation (4.35) is then multiplied with a 4.3 GHz carrier
to create a source waveform that contains frequencies of 3.1 GHz to 5.3 GHz.
gsrc(t) = exp
(
−
(
t− 3 · 2.2× 109
2.2× 109 )
2
))
· cos (2pi · 4.3× 109t) (4.36)
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Figure 4.4: The 3.1 GHz - 5.3 GHz Gaussian pulse used as the source waveform for
the simulations.
Equation (4.36) is shown in Figure 4.4. The frequency range of these simulations is
selected to match the frequency of the PulsON P410 device [21].
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4.2.3 Pot and Root Model
Physical Parameters
As shown in Figure 3.2 from Section 3.2.1, the distance from the surface of the soil to the
bottom interior of the pot is a constant 40 cm while the distance from the left interior wall of
the pot to the right interior wall of the pot is 25 cm. The pot wall width will be determined
to minimize reflections at the carrier frequency for normal incidence. The optimal width for
the pot is [52]:
Dpot = M
c0/fc
4
√
r,potµr,pot
(4.37)
where:
- Dpot is the width of the pot wall to minimize reflections, m.
- M is an odd, positive integer, unitless.
- fc is the frequency of the carrier,
1
s
.
The exact values used for Equation (4.37) varies depending on the chosen permittivity for
the soil, and subsequently the permittivity of the pot. The parameter M is chosen so that
the pot wall is chosen sufficiently wide to reflect typical pot wall widths.
The distance of the transceiver to the exterior pot wall will be dependent on the thickness
of the pot wall with the following relation:
Dtrans = 0.035−Dpot (4.38)
where:
- Dtrans is the distance from the exterior pot wall to the transceiver, m.
The number of scans and the size of the root were varied to determine the limitations of
the imaging system developed. The full results and analysis of these scans are discussed in
Section 5.1 since an understanding of the Data Processing and Image Processing and Analysis
Modules are needed for the discussion.
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Electrical Parameters
The permittivity of the pot is designed to be:
r,pot =
√
r,soil (4.39)
Designing the electrical parameters of the pot with Equation (4.39) along with the designed
physical width from Equation (4.37) allows the pot to act as an antireflection coating [52]
for the center frequency of the UWB Gaussian pulse. This will maximize the energy that is
transmitted into the soil, thus resulting in more energy in the reflections off the root.
As briefly mentioned in Chapter 3, soil relative permittivity at high frequencies can be
modeled in many ways, each with different results [46–48] and the accuracy of the models is
highly dependent on soil characteristics such as soil composition and moisture content [46].
For the purposes of this project, a simple linear, isotropic, and non-dispersive model was used
and was found to be sufficient to model experimental results. One important thing to keep in
mind when choosing soil and root permittivity values is that it is ideal for DAS beamforming
if the root relative permittivity is much different than the soil relative permittivity. A high
permittivity contrast causes less energy to be transmitted and more energy to be reflected.
Another important quality is to have the root permittivity be lower than the soil relative
permittivity as this allows for total internal reflection to occur. Total internal reflection is
where all of the incident energy with an incident angle past the critical angle is reflected [52].
Larger energy reflections off the root improves the signal to noise ratio of the received signals,
and thus the quality of the images produced with DAS beamforming.
The importance of having a high permittivity contrast between soil and root becomes
apparent when macroscopic reflective materials are added to the soil. These macroscopic
materials vary in size and permittivity from the soil and represent portions of soil which
slightly different compositions due to soil clumping, the presence of foreign objects, and the
presence of varying water or air pockets. Again, the full results and analysis of these scans
are discussed in a later section, Section 5.2, since an understanding of the Data Processing
and Image Processing and Analysis Modules are needed for the discussion.
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4.2.4 Data Acquisition Results
The simulations result in a reflected wave measured for one scan as shown in Figure 4.5.
These reflections allow us to generate an energy mapping of the system under test showing
where the most reflective materials are in the soil, and are the main output of the Data
Acquisition Module. Note that Figure 4.5 has the y-axis scaled to show the amplitude of the
reflections at 3 ns to 7 ns. The high amplitude measurements before 2 ns is the measurement
of the source waveform.
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Figure 4.5: Example of a reflected waveform measured during one run of the simula-
tions as shown.
We will define bi(t) to be the measured reflected waveform, where i = 1, 2, . . . , N and
where N is the total number of scans. b1(t) refers to the waveform measured when the
transceiver is positioned closest to the surface of the soil and bN(t) refers to the waveform
measured when the transceiver is positioned closest to the bottom of soil.
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4.3 Data Processing: Delay-and-sum Beamforming Method-
ology
The formulation of the delay-and-sum beamforming algorithm in this section uses Chapter
4.10 in the Handbook of Ultra-Wideband Short-Range Sensing Theory, Sensors, Applications
as a reference [12]. Modifications are made to optimize the algorithm for maximizing the
quality of the imaged potted roots.
One set of simulated scans described in the Data Acquisition Module produces a set of
reflected waveforms bi(t). The peak energy occurrences in each waveform bi(t) correlate to
approximate distances from transceiver to reflecting material. Delay-and-sum beamforming
forms an image based on known physical and electrical parameters using bi(t).
4.3.1 Steering Vector Design
A steering vector h
(xr,yr)
i (t) is defined and it is an impulse function with a time delay equal
to the time it takes a wave to travel the most direct path from transceiver at the ith scanning
position to imaging point (xr, yr) and back to the transceiver. The distance the wave traveled
is needed to calculate the appropriate time delay for h
(xr,yr)
i (t).
Figure 4.6 shows the vectors r1, r2, and r3 which determines the most direct path that a
wave can travel from transceiver to imaging point. The values xa, ya, x1, x2, xr, yr, r,pot, r,soil
are known and y1, y2 are not known. To determine the magnitudes of the vectors r1, r2, and
r3, we must first find y1 and y2. Using n =
√
(µrr) and Snell’s law we can solve for y1 and
y2. Figure 4.7 shows the geometries needed to solve the problem. The angles θ1, θ2, and θ3
are related to the geometries.
sin θ1 =
|y1 − ya|
|r1| (4.40)
sin θ2 =
|y2 − y1|
|r2| (4.41)
sin θ3 =
|yr − y2|
|r3| (4.42)
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r1
r2
r3 (xr, yr)
Imaging Point
Soil, r = r,soilAir, r = 1
(xa, ya)
Transceiver
Pot wall
r = r,pot =
√
r,soil
(x1, y1)
(x2, y2)
Figure 4.6: Most direct path from transceiver to imaging point to calculate for DAS
beamforming.
Note that the absolute values on the distances for y1 − ya, y2 − y1, and yr − y2 are used to
ensure the equations hold true no matter the vertical positioning of the transceiver and the
imaging point. Additionally, the angles are related to each other using Snell’s law.
sin θ1
√
r,air = sin θ2
√
r,pot (4.43)
sin θ2
√
r,pot = sin θ3
√
r,soil (4.44)
Substituting Equations (4.40), (4.41), and (4.42) into Equations (4.43) and (4.44) yields:
|y1 − ya|
|r1|
√
r,air =
|y2 − y1|
|r2|
√
r,pot (4.45)
|y2 − y1|
|r2|
√
r,pot =
|yr − y2|
|r3|
√
r,soil (4.46)
Substituting in the magnitudes of r1, r2, and r3 in terms of their coordinates into Equations
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(4.45) and (4.45) provides us with the final equations used for solving y1 and y2.
|y1 − ya|√
(x1 − xa)2 + (y1 − ya)2
√
r,air =
|y2 − y1|√
(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2
√
r,pot (4.47)
|y2 − y1|√
(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2
√
r,pot =
|yr − y2|√
(xr − x2)2 + (yr − y2)2
√
r,soil (4.48)
Equations (4.47) and (4.47) are difficult to solve analytically so and MATLAB’s fzero function
is used to solve for y1 and y2. The fzero function uses a combination of bisection, secant, and
inverse quadratic interpolation methods to find the root of the input equations [53].
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θ2
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θ3
(xr, yr)
(x1, y1)
(x2, y2)
(xa, ya)
Figure 4.7: Angles and vectors needed to solve for y1 and y2 in Figure 4.6.
With known values for y1 and y2, numerical values are then calculated for r1, r2, and r3.
The total time of flight T can then be calculated as:
T = 2 ·
( |r1|
c0
+
|r2|
c0
√
r,pot +
|r3|
c0
√
r,soil
)
(4.49)
Note that Equation (4.49) has a factor of 2 to account for the entire distance from
transceiver, to imaging point, back to transceiver. The steering vector is then defined to
be:
h
(xr,yr)
i (t) = δ(t+ t0 + T ) (4.50)
where:
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- h
(xr,yr)
i (t) is the steering vector for the ith scan at imaging point (xr, yr), unitless.
- t0 is the time to the peak of the baseband UWB pulse as defined in Section 4.2.2, s.
Equation (4.50) is referred to as the steering vector and is essential to the performance
of DAS beamforming. It is important to keep in mind that for every position (xr, yr) to be
imaged there are N transceiver locations, each with their own steering vector.
4.3.2 Calculating Pixel Intensity and Creating an Image
A single transceiver waveform and one imaging point will be used for the purposes of ex-
plaining the calculation of pixel intensity. Figure 4.8 shows the selected wave path for the
example. The set of scans used for this example has 12 scans, 35 cm depth, 3 cm average
diameter, 20 soil relative permittivity, and 10 root relative permittivity.
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Figure 4.8: Scan position 4 and calculated ray for emitted UWB pulse, r,soil = 20
and r,root = 10.
In particular, we need to first determine the steering vector for b4(t) at the imaging point
(xr, yr) = (0.14, 0.18), ie. we are calculating h
(0.14,0.18)
4 (t). For scan position 4 at imaging point
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(0,14,18) we use Equation (4.49) and (4.50) to calculate h
(0.14,0.18)
4 (t) ≈ δ(t+ 5.44 · 10−9). We
can overlay the steering vector with the waveform by flipping the steering vector about t = 0
and plotting both. Figure 4.9 shows that the calculated steering vector lies within one of the
measured reflections. This is logical because Figure 4.8 shows that the chosen imaging point,
(0.14, 0.18), is very close to the surface of the root which is causing high energy reflections.
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Steering Vector, h4
(0.14,0.18) (-t)
Figure 4.9: Raw waveform b4(t) and h
(0.14,0.18)
4 (−t), r,soil = 20 and r,root = 10.
We now define z
(0.14,0.18)
4 (t) to be the convolution of h
(0.14,0.18)
4 (t) and b4(t). More generally,
this equation written as:
z
(xr,yr)
i (t) = h
(xr,yr)
i (t) ∗ bi(t) (4.51)
where:
- z
(xr,yr)
i (t) is the convolution of the steering vector and measured waveform for the i
th
scan at imaging point (xr, yr),
C
m·s .
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z
(0.14,0.18)
4 (t) is a waveform which contains the marked portion of b4(t) in Figure 4.9 cen-
tered at t = 0. The energy for the signal is then calculated using:
Ii(xr, yr) = Di(xr, yr)
∫ W/2
−W/2
z
(xr,yr)
i dt (4.52)
where:
- Ii(xr, yr) is the energy contribution from the i
th scan at imaging point (xr, yr),
C2
m2·s .
- Di(xr, yr) is a scalar weighting for the i
th scan at imaging point (xr, yr), unitless.
- W is the window of time in of energy to be used for the image, s.
The weighting value Di(xr, yr) is a scalar value from 0 to 1. The value is determined by
how close the position of the transceiver is to the imaging point. The closer the position,
the closer the value of Di(xr, yr) is to 1 for that particular scan and imaging point. This
places emphasis on the scans closer to the imaging point to reduce the effect of potential
multipath issues. Essentially, emphasis is placed on the the positions with the shortest direct
wave paths to the imaging point. Equation (4.53) is the equation used for determining all
the values for Di(xr, yr).
Di(xr, yr) = 1−
∣∣∣∣ yi − yrmax(y1,2,...,N − yr)
∣∣∣∣ (4.53)
where:
- yi is the vertical coordinate of the i
th, m.
- y1,2,...,N is the vector containing all the vertical scanning positions, m.
Since we are dealing with a finite length pulse, we choose a window size of approximately
0.23 ns, which corresponds to approximately one period of the 4.2 GHz carrier frequency.
The signal z
(0.14,0.18)
4 (t) plotted from t = −W/2 to t = W/2 is shown in Figure 4.10. The
length of W is a very important parameter and analysis of adjustment of W is done in Section
5.3. W is referred to as the window size.
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Figure 4.10: z
(xr,yr)
i (t) plotted from t = −W/2 to t = W/2, r,soil = 20 and r,root = 10.
Equation (4.52) for i = 4 and (xr, yr) = (0.14, 0.18) evaluates to 7.34 · 10−9. This value is
the energy contribution of the 4th scan for the pixel at (0.14, 0.18).
The process consisting of calculating is repeated for all scan positions. The pixel intensity
for imaging point (xr, yr) for the final image is given by summing all the contributions of
each scan.
I(xr, yr) =
N∑
i=1
Ii(xr, yr) (4.54)
If xr and yr in Equation (4.54) are instead a set of vectors xr and yr corresponding to
a spatial grid, then I(xr,yr) is rewritten as a matrix I(x, y) and is the unprocessed DAS
beamforming image for this particular set of scans. Careful selection of vectors xr and yr is
designed to exploit known knowledge of the root to reduce noise in the image and to reduce
the time it takes to create an image. For example, if it is physically observed that the stem
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of the canola plant right at the surface of the soil exists at 3 cm from the pot, then it is
likely that the root should be around 3 cm from the pot. xr and yr can be selected so that
it images the region around 3 cm from the pot wall in this case, ignoring regions that may
be too far from the stem location of the plant.
4.3.3 Simplifying Steering Vector Calculations
The values of y1 and y2 in Equations (4.47) and (4.48) need to be solved potentially thousands
of times, significantly slowing the DAS beamforming algorithm. The problem is simplified
by assuming that only one ray refraction occurs at the pot wall, as shown in Figure 4.11.
r1
r2
θ1
θ2
(xr, yr)
(xc, yc)
Soil, r = r,soilAir, r = 1
(xa, ya)
Figure 4.11: Angles and vectors needed to solve for yc in the simplified refraction
model.
Only the relative permittivity of the air and the soil will be used as an imaginary air-soil
interface is assumed at the center of the pot wall. To calculate the ray paths we only need
to solve yc, as opposed to needing to solve for two vertical coordinates previously. Finding
yc is done using the same method and equations as Section 4.3.1. The geometries in Figure
4.11 and also Snell’s law allows us to write:
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sin θ1 =
|ya − yc|
|r1| (4.55)
sin θ2 =
|yc − ya|
|r2| (4.56)
sin θ1
√
r,air = sin θ2
√
r,pot (4.57)
Substituting Equations (4.55) and (4.56) into (4.57) gives us the Equation (4.58).
|ya − yc|√
(xa − xc)2 + (ya − yc)2
√
r,air =
|yc − yr|√
(xc − xr)2 + (yc − yr)2
√
r,soil (4.58)
This simplification is still difficult to solve analytically, but it considerably speeds up the
DAS beamforming algorithm since it only requires MATLAB’s fzero function to find one
root. This simplification significantly reduces the processing time required to create a DAS
beamforming image and has negligible effects on the results as shown in Section 5.3.
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4.3.4 Data Processing: Results
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Figure 4.12: Unprocessed DAS beamforming image, I(xr, yr) for 12 scanning positions
as determined using method outlined in Section 4.3.2.
The primary purpose of the Data Processing Module is to produce a spatial 2D image as
defined by I(x, y). The image should contain enough information on the energy distribution
of the contents of the pot to be able to measure the surface location of the root. Figure 4.12
shows the final result of the image calculated from Section 4.3.2. Note that the thick line
outlining the root is the actual location of the root, and is not a part of I(x, y).
I(x, y) is used in the Image Processing and Analysis Module to improve the quality of the
image and measure important root characteristics such as depth and average diameter.
4.4 Image Processing and Analysis: Methodology
This section covers the image processing methods used to isolate the location of the root
surface in the images produced by the Data Processing module. It is important to note that
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these methods are created assuming the actual location and size of the root is unknown.
Creating this module in an unsupervised fashion will help in adapting the system to the
experimental trials where information on a live root is unavailable. This section makes heavy
use of MATLAB’s Image Processing Toolbox [53].
4.4.1 Energy Histograms
An important used for analyzing and improving the quality of I(x, y) are the energy his-
tograms and cumulative energy histograms. In particular, the cumulative energy histogram
allows us to analyze the energy distribution of the image and remove unnecessary information.
The development of energy histograms starts with more conventional image histograms.
First, I(x, y) is normalized to contain values ranging from 0-255, which is standard for 8-bit
grayscale images. It is important to note that the values are not rounded to prevent loss in
precision during processing and analysis. The image histogram of I(x, y) divides the pixel
values into bins from 0-255 and places all the pixels in the image into the bin corresponding
to each pixel’s intensity.
Figure 4.13: Image histogram for I(x, y) shown in Figure 4.12.
Figure 4.13 shows the image histogram for the unprocessed DAS beamforming image
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I(x, y) created from the Data Processing Module. Note that most of the pixels are concen-
trated at around a 0 pixel intensity, with almost 1000 pixels around that value. This is logical
since most of the energy in I(x, y) is very concentrated around the area of the root. The
energy contribution of each bin is calculated by multiplying the bin value with the number of
pixels in that particular bin. Plotting the energy contribution of each bin will be defined as
the energy histogram and the energy histogram effectively maps how much energy is present
at individual pixels relative to the energy in the entire image.
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Figure 4.14: Energy histogram for I(x, y) shown in Figure 4.12.
Figure 4.14 shows the energy histogram for the same root and Figure 4.15 shows the
cumulative energy histogram. This energy histogram allows for us quantitatively analyze the
amount clutter present in the beamformed images. The dashed line at pixel intensity 111 is
the 50% threshold intensity. Pixel intensities below 111 consist of 50% of the image’s total
energy. Generally, the 50% threshold intensity is fairly large (≥ 100) for a root image with
low clutter.
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Figure 4.15: Cumulative energy histogram for I(x, y) shown in Figure 4.12.
4.4.2 Morphological Transformations
The primary image processing technique used to improve the image quality of the unprocessed
DAS beamforming images is a modified white top-hat transform. A normal white top-hat
transforms take a structuring element and performs a series of morphological transformations
with the element to the desired image. The modified white top-hat transform does a similar
series of morphological transformations. A structuring element is a 2D vector containing a
shape that determines the size of details to retain. Equation (4.59) shows the operations
needed to perform the modified white top-hat transformation.
T(x, y) = I(x, y) + ((I(x, y)	 b)⊕ c) (4.59)
where:
- T(x, y) is the modified white top-hat transformed image.
- b is the first selected structuring element.
- c is the second selected structuring element.
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- 	 is the erosion operator.
- ⊕ is the dilation operator.
First, an erosion on I(x, y) is performed which removes bright artifacts that are smaller
than the chosen size of b. Consequently, this also removes the edges of larger high intensity
regions. A dilation is performed using c to restore the edges of the larger high intensity
regions. The result of ((I(x, y)	b)⊕ c) is an image with small artifacts removed and larger
high intensity regions emphasized. The final image T(x, y) becomes an image with the larger,
high intensity regions emphasized over smaller, lower intensity regions. Optimal design of
structural elements b and c varies dependent on the characteristics of I(x, y) and are critical
to the performance of the analysis system and are analyzed in Section 5.5.
4.4.3 Image Quantization, Erosion, and Interpolation
The cumulative energy histogram of T(x, y) is analyzed and a binary mask is made by
retaining only the pixel intensities above a specified threshold intensity, which is related to a
percentage of energy to retain in the image. This is done to analyze and process the potential
location of the root based on size and shape alone. Creating a binary mask helps remove
high energy noise which may compete with the energy of the reflections off the surface of the
root.
The optimal threshold intensity is an essential parameter that is dependent on the char-
acteristics of T(x, y) and is analyzed in Section 5.6. All pixels that are below the threshold
intensity are assigned a binary ’0’. All pixels that are above the threshold intensity are as-
signed a binary ’1’. A binary erosion transformation is done to remove unwanted smaller
artifacts at the edges of the root surface. The largest area has half of its pixels removed,
starting from the side closest to the pot to the center of the binary area. The remaining
image is then interpolated to the center of the pot. The final binary image has its area
measured. The height is measured by collapsing the columns with a bitwise ’or’ operation
and then summing the remaining pixels. The average diameter is calculated by dividing the
measured area by the measured height and then multiplying by 2. The multiplication by 2
is needed because each image only provides information from the surface of the root to the
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center of the pot. Since the root is simulated to be aligned with the center of the pot, the
calculated area of the root is only half of the total root area.
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Chapter 5
Simulation Results
This chapter covers the results and analysis of important variables and parameters in the
simulated trial results. Section 5.1 covers the results, analysis, and limitations of the physical
parameters of the simulated trials. Section 5.2 covers the results and the significance of the
electrical parameters used in the simulated trials and why a high root and soil relative
permittivity contrast is necessary. Section 5.3 examines the simplification of the steering
vector calculations to reduce image formation time while retaining image quality. Section
5.4 summarizes the effect of choosing an appropriate window size for the DAS beamforming
algorithm. Section 5.5 analyzes the importance of selecting appropriate structuring element
sizes for the morphological transformations. Finally, Section 5.6 covers how the threshold
used for quantization is dependent on the quality of the image produced.
5.1 Physical Parameter Analysis
A fairly large taproot with a 35 cm depth and 3 cm average diameter will be scanned. The size
of this taproot is approximately the size of fully grown canola roots [54]. The vertical scanning
position begins at a depth of 2 cm from the surface and ends at 41 cm (which is 2 cm from the
bottom of the pot). 21, 12, and 6 equally spaced scans were used and the unprocessed DAS
beamforming results are shown in Figure 5.1. Each scan consists of running the simulations
and injecting the 3.1 GHz to 5.3 GHz source waveform at the current transceiver location and
subsequently measuring the reflected energy at the transceiver location. These simulations
were run with a high permittivity contrast between soil (r,soil = 20) and root (r,root = 10)
and no noise to maximize desired reflected energy.
Initially, qualitative observations of the unprocessed DAS beamforming images were the
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primary metric for developing a basic work flow for the system modules. The root depth and
average root diameter measurements were done after processing once the Data Acquisition
and Data Processing Modules were finished. The measurement results are summarized on
Table 5.1. These measurements are made by keeping 35% of the energy for all scans and
a structuring element of size 2 cm diameter for the modified top-hat transformations and 1
mm diameter for the mask erosion.
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(a) 6 scans.
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(b) 12 scans.
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(c) 21 scans.
Figure 5.1: Unprocessed DAS beamforming images for (a) 6 scanning positions, (b)
12 scanning positions, and (c) 21 scanning positions.
Figure 5.1a shows that 6 scans has very distinct artifacts not present in Figure 5.1b and
Figure 5.1c for 12 scans and 21 scans respectively. Judging qualitatively from the results
in Figure 5.1, 12 scans performs quite similarly to 21 scans while taking effectively half the
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Table 5.1: Measured root depths and root average diameters for images produced by
varying the number of scanning positions.
Number
of
Scans
Measured
Root
Depth
(cm)
Error in
Depth
Measurement
(cm)
Average
Measured Root
Average Diameter
(cm)
Error in Average
Diameter
Measurement
(cm)
6 30.25 -5.75 3.85 +0.85
12 36.14 +1.14 3.14 +0.14
21 34.69 -0.31 3.29 +0.29
time to simulate and process. Table 5.1 confirms the qualitative analysis with quantitative
measurements.
Note that the thick lines in Figure 5.1 indicate the actual position of the root. It is
important to note that it is not the number of scans that is important, but the size of the
spacing between the scans. In this case, we are dealing with a constant vertical scanning
range so the spacing is only a function of the number of scans.
Next, with 12 scans per root, the size of the root was varied to determine how the root
size will affect the imaging results. The full results and analysis are in Section 5.1. Table
5.2 summarizes the sizes simulated and the errors in measurements. These measurements
are made by keeping 35% of the energy for all scans and a structuring element of size 2 cm
diameter for the modified top-hat transformation and 2 mm diameter for the mask erosion.
Table 5.2: Root depths and average root diameters of model to be simulated and
imaged.
Root Test
Number
Root
Depth
(cm)
Percent Error in
Depth
Measurement
(%)
Average Root
Diameter (cm)
Percent Error in
Average
Diameter
Measurement
(%)
1 25.00 4.3 2.00 15.6
2 15.00 13.5 1.50 26.4
3 10.00 30.4 1.50 18.7
4 5.00 112.8 1.00 37.5
Table 5.2 shows increasing errors as the root sizes become smaller. In particular, Root
Test Number 3 and 4 have very large percent errors with 30.4% and 112.8%, respectively.
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Examining the unprocessed images in Figure 5.2 shows that there is a large amount of
energy from that back side of the root (the side furthest from the transceiver), causing wave
interference with the front side reflections and erroneous detection of the front side location.
The unsupervised data and image processing methods used for measurements are unable
to determine the location of the front surface of the root, causing large measurement errors
which make the measured depth and diameter unreliable metrics. Moreover, the unprocessed
images show that since the smaller size of the roots causes most of the energy concentrated
around the tip of the root, further creating more erroneous results.
(a) Root Test Number 3. (b) Root Test Number 4.
Figure 5.2: Unprocessed DAS beamforming images for a root with (a) 10.00 cm depth
and 1.50 cm average diameter and (b) 5.00 cm depth and 1.00 cm average diameter.
In efforts to improve the unprocessed image quality, the scanning area is reduced from a
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range of 2 cm to 41 cm. For Root Test Number 3, the range becomes 2 cm to 17 cm. For
Root Test number 4, the range becomes 2 cm to 10 cm. This effectively decreases the scan
spacing from 3.36 cm to 1.33 cm for Root Test Number 3, and 3.36 cm to 0.75 cm for Root
Test Number 4. Figure 5.3 shows the unprocessed images produced.
(a) Shortened scan range Root Test Number
3.
(b) Shortened scan range Root Test Number
4.
Figure 5.3: Unprocessed DAS beamforming images with a shortened scan range for
a root with (a) 10.00 cm depth and 1.50 cm average diameter and (b) 5.00 cm depth
and 1.00 cm average diameter.
Figure 5.3 shows some improvement in the quality of the image. The surface of the root is
still poorly detected but the energy is slightly better concentrated around the location of the
root. These root sizes show the limitation of the current UWB imaging system for imaging
smaller roots.
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5.2 Electrical Parameter Analysis
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(a) The relative permittivity distribution of
Root Test Number 5.
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(b) The unprocessed DAS beamforming im-
age for Root Test Number 5.
Figure 5.4: The unprocessed DAS beamforming image for a root with r = 10.
12 equally spaced scans were done on a 35 cm deep root with an average diameter of 3
cm. Macroscopic scattering objects were added to the soil each with randomly generated
sizes and permittivities to demonstrate the importance of having a high root to soil relative
permittivity contrast. The permittivity values selected are summarized on Table 5.3. For
Root Test Number 6, the relative permittivity contrast between the macroscopic scatterers
and soil is large when compared to the contrast between root and soil to demonstrate the
effects of a low root to soil contrasat. These measurements are made by keeping 50% of the
energy for all scans and a structuring element of size 2 cm diameter for the modified top-hat
transformation and 1 mm diameter for the mask erosion.
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Table 5.3: Root and soil relative permittivity of model to be simulated and imaged.
Root Test Number Root Relative
Permittivity
Soil Relative Permittivity
5 10 20
6 18 20
Figure 5.4 shows that the introduction of macroscopic scattering objects slightly degrades
the quality of the image when compared to Figure 5.1b, which was imaged using the same
simulation parameters but without the macroscopic scattering objects. There are more arti-
facts around the surface of the root as well as at the bottom tip of the root in Figure 5.4b.
The quality overall, however, is still quite good as the majority of the energy in the image is
concentrated around the front surface of the root.
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(a) The relative permittivity distribution of
Root Test Number 6.
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(b) The unprocessed DAS beamforming im-
age for Root Test Number 6.
Figure 5.5: The unprocessed DAS beamforming image for a root with r = 18.
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Figure 5.5 shows the image quality is severely reduced. Most of the energy in the image
is concentrated around an area that is not near the front surface of the root. It would be
very difficult to determine which regions of the image was related to the root without prior
knowledge of the location of the root. Root Test Number 6 shows the limitations of the
UWB imaging system designed when operating under noisy conditions with low contrast.
It becomes impossible to separate information on the root from unwanted noise with a low
relative permittivity contrast. This has been a common issue for many other non-destructive
root imaging methods such as MRI and PET.
5.3 Steering Vector Analysis
The time saved using the simplifications made to the ray path calculations in Section 4.3.3
is shown in Table 5.4. Table 5.4 compares the approximate processing time to generate the
DAS beamforming images for 6, 12, and 21 scanning positions.
Table 5.4: Calculation times for the complex and simplified path ray calculations for
varying scan numbers.
Number of Scans Complex DAS
Beamforming Time (min)
Simple DAS
Beamforming Time (min)
6 35.6 2.2
12 50.3 4.5
21 90.0 10.2
Qualitatively examining the figures in Figure 5.6 shows that they are very similar, with
very little degradation in quality in the simplified image.
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(a) Complex steering vector ray paths.
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(b) Simplified steering vector ray paths.
Figure 5.6: Unprocessed DAS beamforming images for (a) 12 scans with the complex
steering vector ray path calculations and (b) 12 scans with the simplified steering vector
ray path calculations.
Table 5.5 shows the error in the measurements between the complex and simplified ray
path calculation type. There are 12 scans keeping 35% of the energy and with a 1 cm radius
for erosion and dilation of image with no binary mask erosion. The quantitative results show
that there is little difference between the complex and simplified methods of calculation. The
impact of the simplifications made in Section 4.3.3 is negligible when considering the final
result of the DAS beamforming method.
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Table 5.5: Measured root depths and root average diameters for the complex and
simplified ray path calculations.
Ray Path
Calculation
Type
Measured
Root Depth
(cm)
Error in
Depth
Measure-
ment
(cm)
Average
Measured
Root Average
Diameter
(cm)
Error in
Average
Diameter
Measurement
(cm)
Complex 36.54 +1.54 3.01 +0.01
Simplified 36.27 +1.27 3.13 +0.13
5.4 Window Size Parameter Analysis
(a) Quarter cycle length. (b) Half cycle length. (c) One-and-half cycle length.
Figure 5.7: Unprocessed DAS beamforming images for (a) Quarter carrier cycle length
(b) half carrier cycle length, and (c) one-and-half carrier cycle length
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The window size W selected for the DAS beamforming algorithm needs to be carefully
determined based on the period of the carrier frequency. If the window size is too short, then
the energy contributions due to the oscillations of the carrier frequency become apparent.
Figure 5.7a uses a quarter cycle length for the window size and has artifacts caused by the
carrier frequency oscillations. Figure 5.7b uses a half cycle for the window size has some
artifacts caused by the carrier frequency are evident. Figure 5.7c uses a one-and-half cycle
length for the window size and there are no artifacts caused by the carrier frequency. However,
too large of a window size puts the DAS beamformed image at higher risk to have artifacts
caused by signal interference.
As such, about one cycle length is optimal for the beamforming algorithm, long enough
to avoid carrier frequency artifacts and short enough to reduce reflection interference. Figure
5.1b, and all other scans in the analysis of this thesis, uses a one cycle length window size.
5.5 Morphological Transformation Parameter Analysis
The modified top-hat transformation, defined by Equation (4.59) to be
T(x, y) = I(x, y) + ((I(x, y)	 b)⊕ c)
is useful for emphasizing the surface of the roots in the DAS beamforming images. The
transformation raises the intensity of larger objects in the image (which is generally the root)
while reducing the intensity of smaller objects. The optimal selection of b and c is largely
dependent the characteristics of the root to be imaged. Generally c will be selected to be
roughly the same size at b to restore any lost information on the surface of interest. The
optimal size for b is dependent on how large the root being imaged is. The larger the root,
the larger b can be to reduce the intensity of smaller artifacts present in the image. Figure 5.8
compares the unprocessed image and the processed image on a root that has been distorted
by macroscopic objects. A circular structuring element approximately 4 mm in diameter is
used for both b and c.
The areas associated with the surface of the root become emphasized while some distor-
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tions, such as the high intensity distortion near the bottom tip of the root, are de-emphasized.
Overall, this helps the unsupervised image processing method to identify the most likely lo-
cation of the root.
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(a) Unprocessed DAS beamforming image.
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(b) DAS beamforming image after modified
top-hat.
Figure 5.8: DAS beamforming results for (a) the unprocessed image and (b) the image
after the modified top-hat transformation.
The high intensity distortion near the bottom tip of the root is a common artifact caused
by the beamforming algorithm. Occasionally, the modified top-hat transformation isn’t suf-
ficient to completely remove this ’tail’ artifact. Once a quantized image is formed, we can
use a binary erosion on the image to remove small distortions based on size and shape alone
(and not intensity, which is what the modified top-hat transform also is dependent on). A
subsequent binary dilation is also performed to restore any lost edges on the larger regions
remaining after the binary erosion. Figure 5.9 shows the results of a binary erosion and
dilation of 1 mm diameter.
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(a) No binary erosion.
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(b) Binary erosion and dilation.
Figure 5.9: Binary masks for (a) no binary erosion performed and (b) a binary erosion
and dilation performed.
The binary erosion significantly improved the measurements of the root by removing the
’tail’ artifact almost entirely. The image with no binary erosion had a height of 38.97 cm
and average diameter of 2.87 cm. The image with a binary erosion and dilation had a height
of 36.19 cm and average diameter of 2.97 cm.
Overall, morphological transformations are essential tools for refining the images produced
by DAS beamforming, but careful selection of the parameters is needed to improve results
rather than harming them. For example, for the same root as in Figure 5.9b, instead of
using a 1 mm diameter structural element for the binary erosion, a 3 mm diameter one is
used instead. This results in measurements of 29.34 cm depth and 2.84 cm average diameter,
severely degrading the measurements since the erosion removes information on the root, and
not just smaller artifacts. Selection of these structuring parameters is a task which requires
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knowledge of the intensity and size of any unwanted artifacts present.
5.6 Image Quantization Parameter Analysis
The image quantization used to generate the binary mask makes heavy use of the energy
histograms as discussed in Section 4.4.1. As previously mentioned, high intensity regions in
the image correlate to the location of reflecting materials in the media. If these high intensity
regions are relatively localized to the surface of the root, and there aren’t many other regions
of high intensity in the image, then the energy histogram and cumulative energy histogram
will show that most of the energy lies in higher intensity pixels.
The binary mask will keep a certain percentage of energy in the image, starting from
the higher intensity pixels. Appropriate selection of this percentage is crucial to retaining
information on the root while removing noise in high noise images. For images with low
noise, any percentage between 30% and 60% will perform well in measurements. For higher
noise images, a larger percentage is needed to prevent the removal of root information. The
high noise image as shown in Figure 5.5 shows that distortions and artifacts dominate the
image. To handle this, a higher percentage of energy is retained in the mask to ensure that
all the root information is kept.
Figure 5.10a shows that retaining only 35% keeps the artifacts caused by other scatterers
in the soil. Since the noise in the image dominates the desired root reflections, we cannot rely
on assuming that the root will be the best reflector in the soil. Instead, more energy must
be retained, in this case 70%, to keep the desired root information. Assuming the actual
location of the root is relatively unknown, it is still very difficult to isolate the root surface.
In general, as previously mentioned in Section 4.4.1 on energy histograms, if the 50% cutoff
intensity is less than 100 (on a range of 0 to 255 for an 8-bit grayscale), there are likely many
other scatterers in the soil and a larger percentage of energy should be retained.
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(a) 35% percent energy retained. (b) 70% percent energy retained.
Figure 5.10: Comparison of a high noise image with (a) 35% percent energy retained
and (b) 70% percent energy retained.
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Chapter 6
Implementation of Experimental Trials Methodology and Results
This chapter describes the implementation of the hardware needed to conduct the ex-
perimental trials of this thesis. Section 6.1 describes the hardware implementation of the
Data Acquisition module. Section 6.2 describes the extra filtering and upsampling needed
to improve the quality of the collected scans from the experimental trials. Section 6.3 covers
the relative permittivity used for the soil in the DAS beamforming algorithm. Section 6.4
covers the determination of the ground truths for the depth and average diameter of the
buried carrots to be scanned. Section 6.5 contains the imaged results and measurements of
the experimental trials conducted.
6.1 Data Acquisition: Hardware Implementation
6.1.1 PulsOn 410 by Time Domain Specifications
The UWB device used for transmitting and receiving the UWB signals is the PulsOn 410
(P410), and detailed information can be found on the Time Domain website [21]. The device
transmits a 3.1 GHz to 5.3 GHz pulse and relays its measurements, sampled of approximately
16.4 GSa/s, via a USB connection. The device is compact, sitting on a 7.6 x 8.0 cm board
which allows for portability and ease of use.
6.1.2 Apparatus and Scanning Set-up
An apparatus was constructed to hold the P410 device allowed for easy adjustment of the
transceiver height using a ball bearing platform and a clamping tool. Calibrating tests were
done to measure the device’s delays. Since the P410 does not have a collocated transceiver, a
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non-contact, bi-static SAR scanning procedure was used. The location of the transmitter was
used as reference during the scans and processing. The receiver and transmitter are separated
by 4 cm from center to center. Figure 6.1 shows the scanning set-up for the system.
The P410 was interfaced with MATLAB using a USB port. A graphical user interface
(GUI) was designed in MATLAB to streamline the scanning process and shorten scanning
times. For each buried root, 4 sets of vertical scans positioned at 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°are
done. This allows us to construct a cross-sectional image of the buried root to be measured
for depth and average diameter. Angles 0°and 180°will form cross-section side 1 and angles
90°and 270°will form cross-section side 2 on each carrot. Each vertical scan consists of 10
individual scans spaced 1 cm apart. Similar to the simulations, the scans begin at 2 cm from
the surface of the soil to minimize unwanted interference from the soil-air interface at the
surface of the soil.
Figure 6.1: Apparatus set-up for scanning buried roots.
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6.1.3 Pot and Root Characteristics
Figure 6.2 shows the physical dimensions of the potted taproot. The main difference between
the experimental set-up and the simulated set-up is the separation of the transmitter and
receiver by 4 cm since the P410 uses separate antenna for transmitting and receiving. The
vertical positions of the transmitter were adjusted based on the center of the transmitting
antenna. Other differences include the depth of the soil, size of the pot, and size of the
taproot (a carrot is chosen) due to the availability of materials for the apparatus. Two carrots
were scanned, Carrot 1 with approximately 6.3 cm depth and 2.2 cm average diameter, and
Carrot 2 with approximately 5.6 cm depth and 2.1 cm average diameter. The scan height
measurement is taken from the center of radiation of the transmitter. Additional results on
other types of taproots are found in the Appendix.
14 cm
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Root
x
y
Transmitter
Receiver
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4
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Figure 6.2: Dimensions of the P410 imaged potted carrot.
6.1.4 Data Acquisition Results
Figure 6.3 shows an example of a reflected waveform. The P410 was originally meant for
long distance ranging purposes, so at minimum it collects 70 ns of measurements. A series
of calibration tests to determine the start up time to be t0 ≈ 11 ns. This start up time is
used to calculate part of the time delay for the steering vector in Equation (4.50).
With the selected physical parameters, the region of interest lies at around the 12 ns to
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13 ns for calculating the DAS beamforming image. Unfortunately, this portion is in an area
with large amounts of noise caused by the hardware in the P410 [21]. This hardware noise
will be dealt with in Section 6.2.
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Figure 6.3: Example of a reflected waveform measured by the P410 device.
6.2 Data Processing: Noise Filtering and Upsampling
6.2.1 Wiener and Bandpass Filtering
The development of the Wiener filter uses section 18.6.3 of the Digital Signal Processing
Handbook as reference with modifications to suit the problem at hand [55].
As seen in Figure 6.3, there is significant noise in the measured signals caused by the
hardware in the first 15 ns of the captured waveform [21]. Since the noise is consistent in
terms of amplitude and temporal location, the Wiener filter is able to estimate it on the
assumption that the rest of the signal consists of only additive random processes.
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Figure 6.4: Block diagram for hardware noise removal system.
Figure 6.4 shows the general block diagram for the process to remove the hardware noise.
The goal of a Wiener filter is to design the filter, W[n], to minimize the mean-squared error
cost function, JMSE[n]. JMSE[n] is defined as:
JMSE[n] =
1
2
E(e2[n]) (6.1)
where:
- JMSE[n] is mean-squared error cost function.
- E(e2[n]) is the expected value of the squared error.
Given bi[n] with i = 1, 2, . . . , N scans and Equation (6.1), we define the estimated hardware
noise for the ith scan to be yi[n]. We let the desired signal to be di[n] = bi[n]. The input
Xi[n] is a matrix which contains all the scans except for the i
th scan. The optimal values for
Wi[n] that minimize Ji,MSE[n] for the i
th is:
Wi[n] = R
−1
i,XX [n]Pi,DX [n] (6.2)
where:
- Wi[n] is the optimized filter to minimize JMSE[n] for the i
th scan.
- R−1i,XX [n] is defined as E(Xi[n]X
T
i [n]).
- Pi,DX [n] is defined as E(di[n]Xi[n]).
Equation (6.2) calculates the required filter coefficients to minimize Ji,MSE[n]. We can now
calculate yi[n], which is the the estimated hardware noise for the i
th scan using:
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yi[n] = Wi[n]Xi[n] (6.3)
Equation (6.3) calculates the hardware noise signal for each scan. Equation (6.4) is the
measured reflected signal with the hardware noise removed.
βi[n] = bi[n]− yi[n] (6.4)
Next, a bandpass filter with cut-off frequencies of 3.1 GHz to 5.3 GHz is used to remove
unwanted electromagnetic noise at frequencies beyond the frequency of the P410. The Cana-
dian Table of Frequency Allocations specifies many uses for frequencies in and around the
P410 device for mobile use [56]. In particular, Wi-Fi and bluetooth services operate around
2.4 GHz and is present in the spectrum of each Wiener filtered scan βi[n]. The filter is de-
signed with MATLAB’s designfilt command to be a bandpass filter with order 100 [53]. The
order was chosen to be very large in order to ensure adequate attenuation outside the pass
band. Figure 6.5 shows the pass and attenuation bands of the designed filter.
The filtered signal is denoted as:
βi,bp[n] = βi[n] ∗H[n] (6.5)
where:
- βi,bp[n] is Wiener and bandpass filtered bi[n].
- H[n] contains the filter coefficients for the 3.1 GHz to 5.3 GHz signal.
6.2.2 Upsampling and Interpolation
The sampling frequency of the device is 16.384 GSa/s, resulting in a sample every 61 ps and
this severely limits the abilities of DAS beamforming. In theory, 61 ps is enough time for
electromagnetic waves in free space to travel (61× 10−12 · c0) = 1.8× 10−2 m. For calculating
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Figure 6.5: Bandpass filter H[n] spectrum used to filter βi[n].
the steering vector, since a two-way path from transmitter to imaging point to the receiver
is used, half of this distance (0.9 cm) becomes the limit on the pixel dimensions for DAS
beamforming in free space for a single scanning location. If the flight path distance from
transmitter to arbitrary point A back to transmitter is within ±0.45 cm of the flight path
distance from transmitter to arbitrary point B back to transmitter, then one or both of
these flight path distances will be rounded when calculating the steering vector and there
will be no distinction between the points A and B. In non-magnetic media, such as soil, the
velocity of electromagnetic waves is vsoil =
c0√
r,soil
and thus the limit on the resolution for a
single transceiver becomes 0.9√
r,soil
cm. Typical relative permittivity values for dry soil at room
temperature at around 4.2 GHz provides about a 0.2 cm limit on the pixel dimensions [47,57].
There are many other factors which need to be considered in the resolution capabilities
of this system, so potential issues regarding the sampling rate of the P410 is eliminated by
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upsampling and interpolating. MATLAB’s interp function upsamples a given signal and then
interpolates the new samples to minimize the mean-square error between the new samples
and their ideal values [53]. Bi[n] will be used to denote the final filtered, upsampled, and
interpolated signal. An upsampling factor of 10 was found to have the best results for all
scans taken.
6.3 Data Processing: Delay-and-sum Beamforming Method-
ology
The delay-and-sum beamforming algorithm used for the experimental trials is unmodified
from the algorithm used for the simulated trials, with the exception of Bi[n] being used in
placed of the unfiltered bi[n]. See Section 4.3 for a detailed formulation. The height used for
the DAS beamforming algorithm is the height of the transmitter for the experimental trials.
The soil relative permittivity r,soil used in the steering vector calculations was determined
empirically through trial and error by comparing the average diameter and depth results to
the ground truth. In the end, for the soil used, a relative permittivity of about 25 was used
for the soil since this value provided the most accurate diameter and depth measurements.
This falls in line with literature for dry soil at frequencies around 4 GHz [47,57].
6.4 Image Processing and Analysis: Methodology
For the most part, the methodology used for the experimental trials is unmodified from the
algorithm used for the simulated trials. See Section 4.4 for a detailed formulation. The
difference is that there is an additional procedure for calculating the ground truths for the
depth and average diameter measurements.
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6.4.1 Methodology for Calculating Ground Truth Depth and Av-
erage Diameter
Top-down image of the carrots to be scanned are taken with an RGB camera, as shown in
Figure 6.6. The carrots are on top of a monotonously coloured background alongside measur-
ing tape. The RGB image captured is cropped to remove the measuring tape then segmented
using MATLAB’s kmeans function which segments the image based on the K-Means clus-
tering method [53]. The segmentation separates the carrot from the paper background. The
pixel density for the image is manually measured by using the measuring tape to scale.
Figure 6.6: An example of the RGB image taken to determine the ground truth values
for the depth and average diameter of the buried carrot.
The observed area of the carrot is approximated by counting the number of pixels in
the segmented area. The height of the carrot is measured by collapsing the columns with a
bitwise ’or’ operation and then summing the remaining pixels. The average diameter is then
calculated by dividing the measured area by the measured height.
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6.5 Image Processing and Analysis: Results
Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the unprocessed DAS beamforming results for Carrot 1, which was
measured to have a depth of 6.3 cm and an average diameter of 2.1 cm. The scans at 90°and
270°are flipped and concatenated with 0°and 90°, respectively, to create a cross-sectional
image of the scanned root in the pot for easier viewing. Each of the images at still processed
individually for measurements. Similar to the simulated experiments, the large size of the
high intensity areas makes determining the location of the root fairly uncertain relative to
the root’s overall size. This causes issues with determining finer details in the root itself.
Using the developed image processing and analysis methods from the simulations, we arrive
at an average depth measurement of 5.9 cm and an average diameter of 2.6 cm.
Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show the results for Carrot 2, which was measured to have a depth
of 5.7 cm and an average diameter of 2.1 cm. These set of scans suffer from the same
issues as the other root, but the system shows consistency in its measurements. We have
an average depth measurement of 5.4 cm (averaged across the 4 produced images) and an
average diameter measurement of 2.5 cm.
Table 6.1 summarizes the experimental trial results, as well as the ground truth results.
Note that the measured depths for all tests are consistently lower than the true depth. This
suggests difficulties in detecting the tips of the carrots in the soil and results in larger average
diameter measurements.
Table 6.1: Summary of depth and average diameter measurements on the experimental
trials.
Carrot Test
Number and
Side
Depth
Measurement
(cm)
True Depth
(cm)
Diameter
Measurement
(cm)
True
Diameter
(cm)
Carrot 1, Side 1 5.75 6.29 2.85 2.32
Carrot 1, Side 2 6.05 6.26 2.36 2.13
Carrot 2, Side 1 5.45 5.61 2.40 2.10
Carrot 2, Side 2 5.30 5.51 2.63 2.08
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Figure 6.7: Unprocessed DAS beamforming results of Carrot 1 Side 1 with vertical
scans taken at 0°and 180°, depth measurements after processing of 5.7 cm and 5.8 cm
respectively. Average diameter after processing measured to be 2.85 cm.
Figure 6.8: Unprocessed DAS beamforming results of Carrot 1 Side 2 with vertical
scans taken at 90°and 270°, depth measurements after processing of 5.7 cm and 6.4 cm
respectively. Average diameter after processing measured to be 2.36 cm.
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Figure 6.9: Unprocessed DAS beamforming results of Carrot 2 Side 1 with vertical
scans taken at 0°and 180°, depth measurements after processing of 5.5 cm and 5.1 cm
respectively. Average diameter after processing measured to be 2.40 cm.
Figure 6.10: Unprocessed DAS beamforming results of Carrot 2 Side 2 with the
vertical scans taken at 90°and 270°, depth measurements after processing of 5.6 cm and
5.3 cm respectively. Average diameter after processing measured to be 2.63 cm.
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Chapter 7
Simulating Experimental Trials and Sources of Improvement
This chapter seeks to recreate the experimental trials using simulations in order analyze
both the simulated and experimental systems for sources of improvement. Simulating the
circumstances for the experimental trials is needed to accomplish two crucial goals. The
first goal is to verify the accuracy of the simulation set-up and the simplifications that were
made to reduce simulation complexity. This is covered in Section 7.1. The second goal is to
examine faults and seek sources of improvement for the experimental trials. This is covered
in Section 7.2. The primary differences between the simulated trials and the experimental
trials were the source waveform used and the physical and electrical parameters of the system
under test.
7.1 Simulation Parameters to Match Experimental Tri-
als
7.1.1 P410 Source Waveform
Figure 7.1 shows the source waveform of the P410 device as measured by the developers
at Time Domain [21]. Some important qualities of this waveform to note is that there is a
lot of noise and some distortion caused by the measurement hardware once the initial pulse
has finished. Moreover, the duration of the main pulse is approximately 1.8 ns, which is
significantly longer than the 1.0 ns duration of the pulse used in the simulated trials. This
causes the more energy to be spread in the DAS beamforming image, resulting in larger areas
of high intensity which in turn means less certainty in the exact location of the surface of
the root. The waveform depicted in Figure 7.1 is modified by removing the ringing caused
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by the hardware after about 4.5 ns. This modified waveform will be the source waveform to
be injected into the simulations.
Figure 7.1: UWB source waveform for the P410 device.
7.1.2 Physical and Electrical Parameters
Figure 7.2 shows an example of the physical and electrical parameters of the system under
test for simulating Carrot 1, Side 1 from the experimental trials. r,soil = 25 is selected and
r,root = 10 is selected. The transmitter and receiver are separated by 4 cm to simulate the
bi-static set-up of the P410 antenna. The top marked ’x’ is the transmitter location while
the bottom marked ’x’ is the receiver location. The transmitter and receiver are positioned
1.5 cm from the surface of the pot. 10 scan positions were made starting at 2 cm depth from
the soil and ending at 11 cm depth. The root itself was modeled by taking the diameter
at the top and diameter at the bottom and linearly interpolating the shape of the root in
between top and bottom.
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Figure 7.2: Physical and electrical parameters of system under test which models the
experimental trials.
7.1.3 Data Processing and Image Processing Parameters
The simulations must have a minimum time step according to the Courant stability condition
outline in Section 4.2.1. As such, the measured signal from the simulations is resampled to
match the P410 sampling frequency. After the resampling, the data processing and image
processing modules are unmodified.
7.1.4 Simulation Results
Figure 7.3 shows the results of the simulations for Carrot 1. Note that the DAS beamforming
was done for areas past the center of the pot to check if the back surface of the root interferes
with the front surface of the root. For Carrot 1, the back surface reflections do not interfere
with the front surface. Figure 7.4 has the results for Carrot 2, however, there is some
interference due to the differences in the size and shape of the root. This shifts the center of
the area towards the center of the pot, which coincidentally is beneficial to the measurement
algorithm, but only if this interference is known to be present. To compensate for this
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(a) Unprocessed DAS beamforming image
for Carrot 1, Side 1.
(b) Unprocessed DAS beamforming image
for Carrot 1, Side 2.
Figure 7.3: Unprocessed DAS beamforming images for (a) Carrot 1, Side 1 and (b)
Carrot 1, Side 2.
interference, instead of removing half the area of the intensity area, we remove one third of
the area for better measurements.
Ignoring the area past the center of the pot (which is at 10 cm in the horizontal position of
the simulation grid), we arrive at very similar qualitative results to the experimental trials.
This justifies the simplifications made in our simulations to be negligible, at least for the
current hardware and set-up limitations. Tables 7.1 and 7.2 shows that the measurements
between the experimental trials and the simulated recreation are also similar.
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(a) Unprocessed DAS beamforming image
for Carrot 2, Side 1.
(b) Unprocessed DAS beamforming image
for Carrot 2, Side 2.
Figure 7.4: Unprocessed DAS beamforming images for (a) Carrot 2, Side 1 and (b)
Carrot 2, Side 2.
Table 7.1: Summary of depth measurements on the experimental trials and simulated
recreation.
Carrot Test
Number and Side
Experimental Depth
Measurement (cm)
Simulated Depth
Measurement
(cm)
True
Depth
(cm)
Carrot 1, Side 1 5.75 6.13 6.29
Carrot 1, Side 2 6.05 5.93 6.26
Carrot 2, Side 1 5.45 5.53 5.61
Carrot 2, Side 2 5.30 5.33 5.51
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Table 7.2: Summary of average diameter measurements on the experimental trials
and simulated recreation.
Carrot Test
Number and
Side
Experimental
Diameter
Measurement (cm)
Simulated
Diameter
Measurement
(cm)
True Diameter
(cm)
Carrot 1, Side 1 2.85 2.64 2.32
Carrot 1, Side 2 2.36 2.26 2.13
Carrot 2, Side 1 2.40 2.33 2.10
Carrot 2, Side 2 2.63 2.34 2.08
7.2 Sources of Improvement
7.2.1 Developing an Automated Scanning Apparatus
At the moment the apparatus set-up for scanning roots and devices is very cumbersome and
time-consuming to use. The user needs to manually measure and adjust the vertical height
and angle of the transmitter and receiver. The design and implementation of an automated
apparatus which automatically adjusts the rotation and the scan height will greatly improve
the time it takes to conduct scans. Ideally, the apparatus would interact with the user
interface that also controls the scanning of the P410. The user will be able to simply place
the pot and plant to be scanned, set the desired scanning parameters, and let the apparatus
conduct the scans and rotations.
7.2.2 Increasing Bandwidth and Frequency of Source Pulse
A large limitation on the resolution of the P410 device is the duration of the emitted UWB
pulse. Increasing the bandwidth and the frequency of the UWB pulse results in a much
shorter UWB pulse emitted. This improves the quality of the DAS beamforming images
significantly since the size of the window used can be reduced, resulting in more localized
regions of high intensity in the final DAS beamforming image.
The frequency of the source pulse is increased to be 2 GHz to 12 GHz. Figure 7.5 shows
the pulse to be injected in the simulations. Note that the duration of this pulse is significantly
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shorter than all previous tests at about 0.4 ns.
Figure 7.5: 2 GHZ to 12 GHz waveform used in high frequency simulations.
Carrot 1 is simulated again with the waveform depicted in Figure 7.5 and with the same
electrical and physical parameters as before.
Figure 7.6 shows the results of increasing the frequency and bandwidth of the source
pulse. The high intensity regions are much more localized around the surface of the root,
resulting in much better measurements by the image analysis module.
Tables 7.3 and 7.4 summarizes the measurement results of the high frequency simulations
and compares them to the experimental results.
Table 7.3: Summary of depth measurements on the high frequency simulations.
Carrot Test
Number and Side
Experimental Depth
Measurement (cm)
Simulated High
Frequency Depth
Measurement
(cm)
True
Depth
(cm)
Carrot 1, Side 1 5.75 6.48 6.29
Carrot 1, Side 2 6.05 6.36 6.26
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Table 7.4: Summary of average diameter measurements on the high frequency simu-
lations.
Carrot Test
Number and
Side
Experimental
Width
Measurement (cm)
Simulated High
Frequency
Width
Measurement
(cm)
True Width
(cm)
Carrot 1, Side 1 2.85 2.21 2.32
Carrot 1, Side 2 2.36 2.21 2.13
7.2.3 Increasing Sampling Frequency
The sampling frequency of the device severely limits the image resolution possible using DAS
beamforming. Fortunately, the upsampling and interpolation method used to increase the
sampling frequency can be shown to perform very well. The simulated experimental results
from Figure 7.3 uses a resampled version of the simulation results to match the experimental
trials after upsampling and interpolation. Figure 7.7 shows the image produced when no
resampling is done and the sampling frequency is approximately 900 GSa/s, which is at the
minimum time step required for simulation stability. The upsampled and interpolated figure
performs very similarly to extremely high frequencies.
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(a) Unprocessed DAS beamforming image
for Carrot 1, Side 1.
(b) Unprocessed DAS beamforming image
for Carrot 1, Side 2.
Figure 7.6: Unprocessed DAS beamforming images using a high frequency source
pulse for (a) Carrot 1, Side 1 and (b) Carrot 1, Side 2.
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Figure 7.7: Unprocessed DAS beamforming image of Carrot 1, Side 1 with no resam-
pling and interpolation performed.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Explorations
This chapter provides a summary of the results obtained in the thesis and provides in-
sight into the needed future work for additional improvement and research into the system
designed.
8.1 Conclusion
Crop yield and crop production has seen large improvements in the last half century due to
the effectiveness of plant phenotyping and the development of environmentally stress tolerant
crops. Unfortunately, effective plant phenotyping requires large amounts of plant data on
characteristics as the plant grows. Non-destructive root information is expensive and difficult
to generate on large scales. Ultra-wideband technology has shown promise in detecting the
concealed structures for weapon detection and breast cancer detection, but its use in imaging
roots has been relatively unexplored.
In this thesis, an ultra-wideband system was designed to collect, process, and analyze
reflection data on potted roots. Three main modules were designed: a Data Acquisition
module, a Data Processing module, and an Image Processing and Analysis module.
The Data Acquisition module sought to collect data on root reflections. Initially, finite-
difference time-domain simulations were done to model the electromagnetic interactions of
an emitted 3.1 GHz to 5.3 GHz ultra-wideband pulse with a pot and root system under
test. A non-contact, mono-static, single transceiver synthetic aperture radar set-up was used
to scan the pot and root model. The root was simulated to be a taproot, a type of root
which consists of a large primary root. These simulations provided reflection data until the
hardware needed for the experimental trials arrived.
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The Data Processing module received the reflection data from the Data Acquisition mod-
ule and uses delay-and-sum beamforming to create an image. Delay-and-sum beamforming
uses known physical and electrical parameters to estimate the propagation time of the ultra-
wideband pulse to go from transmitter, to an arbitrary imaging point, and back to a receiver.
This information was then used to create a mapping of backscattered energy as an image.
The Image Processing and Analysis module is responsible for processing and analyzing
the image formed by the data processing module to detect and measure the surface location of
the root that was scanned. This module measured the root depth and average root diameter
in an unsupervised fashion. The error in these two measurements will be the primary metrics
which the system was evaluated on.
A baseline system capable of collecting data, processing the data, and then analyzing and
measuring results was created using the simulation data. From here, important parameters
and limitations for each module were identified and analyzed. These parameters significantly
impacted the quality of the results of the ultra-wideband imaging system and interact with
each other in complex ways that need to be understood to design an optimal system.
For the Data Acquisition module, parameters such as the scan spacing, the root size,
and the soil relative permittivity were examined. It was found that for larger tap roots
ranging from about 15 cm depth to 35 cm depth, a scan spacing of about 3 cm is sufficient
to accurately image the roots. Finer spacings result in longer scan times with marginal
performance improvements, while courser spacing created artifacts which severely degraded
performance. For smaller roots, a finer scan spacing is necessary for optimal performance;
however, the image quality at smaller scan spacings (≈1 cm) becomes limited by other
parameters in the system such as the soil relative permittivity, and root relative permittivity,
and source frequency. As for soil relative permittivity, it was found that a high contrast
between root and soil relative permittivity is needed to have good system performance in
noise. Finally, a higher source frequency (≈ 2.0 GHz-12.0 GHz) was shown to have significant
improvements in image quality, reducing the error of the measurements on an experimental
trial from approx 0.5 cm at 3.1 GHZ-5.3 GHz to approx 0.1 cm at 2.0 GHZ - 12.0 GHz. Careful
design of these parameters in the Data Acquisition module are critical to the performance of
the ultra-wideband imaging system.
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Important parameters for the Data Processing module include the steering vector design
and the window size value. Delay-and-sum beamforming uses an impulse response delayed
by the propagation time. The calculations for this propagation time are relatively simple for
mono-static set-ups, but can complicate quickly if a bi-static set-up is used. The accuracy and
processing power needed for beamforming is heavily dependent on the steering vector design.
While this thesis did only a brief analysis of steering vector design, careful consideration of
the steering vector is crucial for generating high quality root images. The window size value
is carefully selected to be approximately one period length of the carrier frequency (0.24 ns
for the 4.3 GHz carrier and 0.14 ns for the 7 GHz carrier) of the source pulse. A window
size too large are more susceptible to interference and multi-path issues, while a window size
too small creates image with many artifacts caused high frequency oscillations caused by the
carrier frequency.
The Image Processing and Analysis module made heavy use of morphological transfor-
mations and energy histograms to process and measure the images produced by the Data
Processing module. As such, the size of the structuring elements for the morphological trans-
formations are critical to the performance of the system. For imaging larger roots, larger
structuring elements can be used to remove smaller, low intensity artifacts in the image.
However, structuring elements that are too large may cause the morphological transforma-
tions to erode essential root information. Likewise, for dealing with images containing high
intensity noise, careful analysis of the energy histogram is needed to not remove essential
root information when quantizing the image to remove large areas of low intensity noise.
For roots of approximately 35 cm depth and 3 cm average diameter, circular structuring ele-
ments of approximately 4 mm in diameter were sufficient in improving measurement results.
A method for calibration will be needed for determining optimal structuring element size in
the future.
With knowledge of these essential parameters in mind, experimental trials were done using
Time Domain’s P410, an ultra-wideband device capable of transmitting and receiving a 3.1
GHz to 5.3 GHz pulse. Instead of using simulated data, experimental trials were conducted
on buried carrots to analyze the limitations of the system and to verify the simulation results.
A non-contact, bi-static, synthetic aperture radar set-up was used. For one test, the carrot
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was buried approximately 6.3 cm deep and had an average diameter of 2.2 cm. For the
second test, the carrot was buried approximately 5.6 cm and had an average diameter of 2.1
cm. The implementation of this device for the Data Acquisition module brought attention
to some additional issues when designing an ultra-wideband imaging system.
One issue not considered in the simulations is the noise caused by the hardware involved
in the ultra-wideband pulse generation, transmission, and receiving circuits of the device. For
this particular device, the hardware noise was very consistent and easily temporally isolated
so a Weiner filter was able to estimate and remove the noise. For different devices, knowledge
of the hardware noise and being able to effectively remove this noise is essential.
Another potential issue for hardware implementation is the sampling frequency of the
devices. The P410 device had a sampling frequency of approximately 16.384 GSa/s, which
severely limits the minimum pixel dimension that can be used when applying delay-and-sum
beamfoming. To compensate for this, the received signals from the P410 were upsampled
and interpolated. Fortunately, the upsampling and interpolation showed little degradation
in image quality.
The images produced from the experimental trials performed reasonably well, but the
quality was still quite poor relative to the simulated results on larger roots. For the first
test, the system measured approximately a 5.9 cm depth (true depth of 6.3 cm) and a 2.6
cm average diameter (true diameter of 2.2 cm). For the second test, the system measured
approximately a 5.4 cm depth (true depth of 5.6 cm) and a 2.5 cm average diameter (true
diameter of 2.1 cm). Simulations were then run to recreate the parameters of the experimental
trials to verify the accuracy of the simulations as well as to analyze the experimental trials
for sources of improvement. With the system parameters used in this project, the non-linear
and anisotropic nature of soil was not found to have a significant effect on the system since
the simulated and experimental trials had similar results.
This thesis explored the feasibility of UWB technology as a low-cost and portable solution
to non-destructively measure potted taproot plants. In the end, the results of this thesis has
determined many important design decisions needed to the develop an UWB system for non-
destructively imaging root. The success of the system itself is heavily dependent on many
parameters and variables such as soil conditions, root sizes, and hardware limitations as
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analyzed in this thesis and future work into the imaging system must be carefully designed.
8.2 Future Work and Recommendations
Some sources of improvement such as increasing the sampling frequency and the frequency
range have been suggested, simulated, and analyzed in detail in Section 7.2. In implementa-
tion, however, these improvements are not as straightforward as simply increasing sampling
frequency and bandwidth. As demonstrated by the additional filtering needed to arrive at
acceptable results in Chapter 6, there are many additional sources of noise. As the frequency
and bandwidth increases, the effect of phenomena such as dispersion and anisotropy may
become more pronounced in the final results. As previously examined in Section 5.2, knowl-
edge the electrical properties of the soil is essential to the image forming algorithm. This
is also true for methods such as MRI and PET, which also have difficulties adapting to the
extremely dynamic properties of soil. Further research into devices for measuring and mod-
eling the soil properties is needed and should be the focus of the near future research into
developing UWB imaging devices for imaging the RSA.
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Appendix
Additional Imaged Results on Various Taproots
A.1 Potato
Figure A.1: Unprocessed DAS beamforming results of a potato taken at 0°and 180°.
Figure A.1 shows the imaging results of a buried potato of approximately 9 cm depth and
4 cm average width. The quality is very poor, and upon brief examination reveals that the
amplitude of reflections of the potato are of similar amplitude to noise in the signal. This is
likely due to a poor relative permittivity contrast between soil and root and also the presence
of scattering heterogeneities in the soil.
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A.2 Beet
Figure A.2: Unprocessed DAS beamforming results of a beet root taken at 0°and
180°.
Figure A.2 shows the imaging results of a buried red beet with approximately 6 cm depth
and 5 cm average width. The image taken at 0°is dominated by scatterers in the soil medium,
but the outline of the beet is still somewhat present.
A.3 Additional Carrot
Figures A.3 to A.6 contain the imaging results from various angles on a carrot of approxi-
mately 6 cm depth and 3 cm average width. Again, some occasional artifacts arise, likely
from some unwanted high energy reflections caused by heterogeneities in the soil.
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Figure A.3: Unprocessed DAS beamforming results of a carrot taken at 0°and 180°.
Figure A.4: Unprocessed DAS beamforming results of a carrot taken at 45°and 225°.
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Figure A.5: Unprocessed DAS beamforming results of a carrot taken at 90°and 270°.
Figure A.6: Unprocessed DAS beamforming results of a carrot taken at 135°and 315°.
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